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SUMMARY 

The efficiency of an air mover for air cushion vehicles (ACV's) is a 
function not only of the aerodynamic efficiency but also of the weight 
per air-horsepower delivered at the nozzle.   Earlier work had indicated 
aerodynamic advantages of the rotating diffuser (RD) fan for ACV's. 
This report presents the results of an investigation of the design and 
fabrication problems of a minimum-weight rotating diffuser ACV lift 
system. 

Because such an analysis does not exist in the literature, a numerical 
method for the stress analysis of an indeterminate rotating diffuser 
centrifugal fan structure was reduced to practice and programmed 
for the IBM 1620 computer.   This method was used as a tool for the 
analytical design of a minimum-weight RD fan.   This fan, with a 
64. 5-inch overall diameter, was built of aluminum and was structur- 
al! y tested in the fan test facility of the Joy Manufacturing Company, 
New Philadelphia, Ohio.   Stress levels throughout the fan were mea- 
sured by maans of 21 strain gages. 

Results of the test are very encouraging and vindicate the analytical 
approach to fan design.   Based on measured weights and stress levels, 
it is concluded that RD fans for ACV applications, for ratings between 
100 and 1000 horsepower, can be built for 0. 5 pound per horsepower. 

The stress analysis developed in this contract appears to yield accu- 
rate numerical data except at the base of the rotating diffuser and in 
regions of large shroud curvature.   Its extension to account for three- 
dimensional effects appears feasible. 

The method of fan fabrication used in this program is relatively ex- 
pensive and time-consuming.   It was determined, however, that plastic 
fabrication of RD fans with approximately the same weight and strength 
characteristics as the aluminum fans is both possible and practical, 
with very significant cost reduction. 
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FOREWORD 

The study presented in this report was undertaken by Aerophysics 
Company, Washington, D. C., as the prime contractor and Joy 
Manufacturing Company, New Philadelphia, Ohio, as the subcon- 
tractor.   The study was cosponsored by the U. S. Army Aviation 
Materiel Laboratories (USAAVLABS), Fort Eustis, Virginia, and 
the U. S. Navy Bureau of Ships and was monitored by USAAVLABS. 
Mr. William Sickles was the Project Officer. 

The study is a continuation of the work reported in USATRECOM 
Technical Report 64-33 (Reference 2).   The report contains a 
summary of the work performed between November 1964 and 
February 1966. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The efficiency of an air mover for air cushion vehicles is a function 
not only of the aerodynamic efficiency but also of the weight per air- 
horsepower delivered at the nozzle.   Work performed under Contract 
DA 44-177-AMC-B86(T) by Aerophysics Company and by its subcon- 
tractor, Joy Manufacturing Company, verified the aerodynamic per- 
formance of the rotating diffuser fan and indicated a method of 
designing a lightweight unit.   Since the rotating diffuser lift system 
appears to offer improved performance for presently contemplated 
air cushion vehicles, Aerophysics Company,again in association with 
Joy Manufacturing Company,was awarded Contract DA 44-177-AMC- 
250(T) to conduct an investigation to verify the lightweight structural 
design techniques developed under the previous contract, with a view 
to permit substantial reductions in the weight, cost and manufacturing 
tims of rotating diffuser  fans.   The results of this investigation are 
contaiticd in the present report. 

The program discussed in this report consisted of five phases. 
Under Phase I, a detailed stress analysis of a lightweight RD impeller 
was prepared, the analysis was coded on a 1620 IBM digital computer 
and a method of fabrication, based on an aluminum riveted type of 
construction, was selected and its choice was justified. 

Under Phase II, a detailed design analysis of the aluminum fan pro- 
posed in Phase I was performed.   This analysis was based on the 
results of the computer-programmed stress analysis developed in 
Phase I.    Fabrication drawings of a  64. 50-inch-diameter lightweight 
RD fan were also prepared. 

Under Phase IE, two identical units of the design completed under 
Phase II were fabricated.    Under Phase IV, the first unit was 
structurally tested in November and December 1965 in the fan test 
facility of the Joy Manufacturing Company, New Philadelphia, 
Ohio.   Elaborate steps had been provided in advance for the speedy 
substitution of the second fan, properly nodified, in case of a failure 
of the first fan during test.   Since there was no such occurrence, 
there was no need for modifying the second wheel or for testing it; 
it was sinply sent to New Philadelphia for dynamic balancing. 

This report presents an evaluation of the results obtained under 
Phases I through IV of the contract.   In order to insure maximum 
clarity of the report, the report sections do not each exactly corres- 
pond to one phase of the program.    The report is thus organized as 
follows:   Phase 1 is discussed in Sections I and H.    Phases II and m 
are reported in Section III.    The report on Phase IV, which was 
handled completely by Joy Manufacturing Company, was written by 
Joy and is presented as Section IV.     The last two sections of the 
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report do not correspond to specific phases.   In Section V, a comparison 
is madf of the calculated stress levels, discussed in Sections I and III, 
and the measured stress levels, discussed in Section IV.   In Section VI, 
two preliminary design studies of air cushion vehicles representative of 
potential uses of RD fans as internal-flow air movers are made and the 
specific weight of the HD fan (weight per horsepower) is obtained. 



SECTION I 

STRESS ANALYSIS OF A LIGHTWEIGHT RD IMPELLER 

GENERAL 

Extensive coverage is given in the literature to the theoretical stress 
analysis of rotating profiled discs with applied ri^n, bore and blade loads; 
however, there has beea little work done on the analysis of the disc 
with an integrally attached shroud, such as th J RD wheel shown in 
Figure 1. For wheels operating at low stress levels, application of 
the loaded profile disc method (Stodola method) for the hub stresses 
has genLvally sufficed for a workable approximation of the stresses. 
This method was used for the stress analysis of the 20-inch fan 
analyzed under an earlier Aerophysics Contract (Reference 2). 
It will always give a conservative value for the stresses, and therefore 
can be used with confidence. 

However, if a serious attempt is made to design a minimum-weight 
RD um, the need for a more exact method of analysis is apparent. 

The problem is complicated by the fact that the shrouded wheel is an 
indeterminate structure.   An energy-balance method that properly 
apportions deformation energy between Ihe hub and shroud   must be 
used.   In addition, an exact solution is impossible, and a computer 
solution using an iterative scheme must be obtained. 

Fortunately, a method of stress analysis for shrouded discs has been 
devised recently (1961) by Deutsch at Fairchild Stratos (Reference 5). 
With proper modifications, the Deutsch analysis is quite suitable 
for the analysis of RD fans.   In the fall of 1964, Aerophysics Company 
secured the consulting services of Mr. Deutsch to help prepare 
the detailed stress analysis of a lightweight RD impeller required 
under Phase I of Contract DA 44-177-AMC-250(T).   The results 
of the extension of the Deutsch analysis to RD fans are presented 
in this section,  as well as the listing of the corresponding computer 
program. 

NOTATION 

The notation, fully described in the List of Symbols and in Figure 2, 
is basically the same as that of Reference 5.   However, additional 
notation is introduced to describe the diffuser geometry and to account 
for the fact that, to allow for the calculation of wheels of composite 
construction, provision must be made to vary hub, shroud and blade 
density independently at each station. 
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Hub 
Diffuser 
Angle 

Shroud 
Diffuser 
Angle 

Also Note: 

W = Vane Width 
or Chord 

N = No. of Vanes 

Origin of 
Ray System 

Axis of Rotation 

Figure 2.    Symbols. 



EXTENSION OF THE DEUTSCH ANALYSIS OF REFERENCE 5 TO 
RD TANS 

To understand the following discussion, the reader must be familiar 
with the original Deutsch paper (Reference 5), which is extended, 
rather than superseded, herein.    To be applicable to RDfans, however, 
the Deutsch analysis must be modified as follows: 

1-       One of the differences between the original Deutsch paper 
and the present one is that, in the original analysis, the 
densities of the hub,  of the shroud and of the blades are 
assumed to be the same, while here it is found useful to 
differentiate between them. 

Equation (1) of the original paper is then rewritten as 

Pfh
=    Ph+    Pb(Nte/2TrRhah). 

Similarly, the equation giving the fictitious density for the 
shroud can be written as 

Pfs=    P.+ Pb (Nt ß/27rEW 

Equation (4) similarly becomes 

Fb = w i   t   pbR0w2/g • 

Now, as shown in Figure 2, modulating vanes may be 
incorporated in the diffuser region of the fan.   In such 
a case, the hub and shroud densities at the hub and shroud 
stations where the diffuser vanes are attached must be 
increased to allow for the weight of the vanes.   This is 
accomplished by assigning half of the vane weight to the 
hub and half to the shroud. 

The vane mass is given by (Figure 2): NyWyTv Phi^v + RyA). 
The hub volume affected by the vane mass (that between the 
vane station and the next inner station, provided  they are not 
too radially distant) is 

2'n-Rhah Ru(N) Rn(N-l)] 

Therefore, the hub fictitious density becomes 

\ +     NVWV.TV (1^ +   X R,)      h' 
2 "n" VhKW - Rh<H/V 

pfh • Ph 
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Similarly, the shroud fictitious density is 

N..W.,TV  [Lv+   XR,] 
Pie- P, 1   + V    V Pb 

2TrRsas [RS(N) R8(N-1)] 

The basic centrifugal stress analysis neglects the bending 
stress imposed upon the disc because of its conical shape. 
Only the average radial and tangential stresses at any radius 
are calculated. 

While this bendinjg stress is in general of a secondary nature 
it should be considered at the base of the diffuser section of 
the wheel.   Accordingly, the diffuser section of the wheel will 
be considered as a circular plate with a hole of uniform radial 
and axial thickness having its inner edge fixed and having a 
uniformly distributed load applied.   The bending stress found 
al the inner radius can be calculated from Reference 9 , page 
200, case 21.   That bending stress will be added to the centrif- 
ugal stress at the base of the diffuser to obtain the maximum 
tensile stress. 

For the case of a simple diffuser without vanes, the centrif- 
ugal force is resolved into two components, one acting in the 
plane of the diffuser wall, the other acting axially.   It is this 
axial component which is used to determine the bending stress 
acting at the diffuser base. 

From Reference 9, using Roark's nomenclature, the radial 
bending stress  CT-   is given by 

.   2 
4a2(m + 1)   |  - a2(m+ 3) + b2  \ (m-1) + 4 

b la2 

r 2    * 4r 
m +  1 + &    (m-l) 

a2 

where w is the distributed unit load 
t is the thickness of the plate 
a and b are outside and inside radii of 

the circular plate 
m is the reciprocal of Poisson's ratio 

For our case, w, the unit load^is given by 

w = centrifugal force   x  ^ 
area 

or 
w= ili+ ^ (ri +   ro)/Dw2siny3 

4g cos/7 
where the subscripts i and o relcr to the inside and the 
outside of the diffuser ring,  respectively. 



By considering the diffuser sections of the hub and shroud 
as composed by cantilevered beams of unit width, we can 
calculate an equivalent bending moment per inch that would 
produce the bending stress just found for the vaneless 
diffuser: 

M _    bt3       ^r t2    CTr 
M 121/2 6  

This will be of particular interest when the shroud or hub 
is of composite construction.   It will also be of immediate 

use in the following paragraph. 

Analysis of the diffuser vanes -- The shape of the diffuser 
is such as to cause the sides to deflect toward one another 
under centrifugal stress.   When the diffuser is fitted with 
vanes, however, each vane acts to overcome this tendency. 
TJ account for this action, we shall make use of the elastic 
equilibrium of the three members. 

Let us return to the cantilever beam analogy for the hub 
and the shroud. 

We shall consider the beam width as the peripheral distance 
between diffuser vanes. ^For a cantilever beam, the 
deflection per unit load 0   is given as 

3 El 

where £ is the length of the beam.    For the case of the hub, 

Rh 220 " Rh 203 

(Station 220 corresponds to the inner diffuser station; 
Station 203, to the vane station) 

2 ^ R203 ^ah220) 

I = 
12 Nv 

and the hub compliance is thus 

^H = (Rhaoo-Rhao/Nv| inlnche3/1; 
7r(R203'*ah20o'   E 

W3   is found similarly. 



The compliance of the diffuser vane is obtained by consider- 
ing the half-blade as a cantilevered beam built in at the 
centerlineof vane symmetry.   Applying a unit load in the 
axial direction produces a force of (1) x(sinA ) normal to 
the vane, acting at the junction of the vane and of the diffuser 
wall.    At the end of the straight portion of the vane, a bend- 
ing moment of L    sin A  acting at the end of a curved beam of 
radius R   and a       central angle of  \   will be produced.    The 
change        of slope at the end of the curved beam due tc ar. 
end momeni is 

e_
MRvX 

El 

Substituting the value of the moment M = Lv sin A  , and 
solving for this deflection normal to the vane   at the 
diffuser wall   ( Q M = L   0), we obtain 

5. L^R^ XsinX 
M El 

In addition, the straight portion of ^he vane will undergo 
a further deflection in the same direction. This may be 
considered as a cantilevered beam, of length L , loaded 
with an end load of sin \  .   The end point deflection is 

8, = 
3.,.X L,    sin v  

3 El 

The total end point deflection normal to the end of the vane 
is thus 

and the total vane deflection in the direction of the unit 
force is 

2 L,r   sin A cos A v 1  Y.  (RvX   + hi.) 
El ä 

Substituting « 
W   T «J 

v   v 1 n— ' 
we have the expression for the compliance of the vane: 

9 



,         24 L     sin A cosA . L,r 

^v=   ^^7-^ (R-X +?) 
V     V 

Drawing a free-body diagram of the forces acting on the 
diffuser vane, we obtain 

SA- 

Resolving the centrifugal force into two components, one 
axial and one along the vane, gives the following equation 
or equilibrium: 

F, 

where 

FHA "  FSA 
c 

länX 

Fc: 
2(LV +  R^X )TvWvp 

g 
n w' 

Now 

FHA =     SH(KH +  Kv) 

where    ö H is the deflection in the direction of FHA 

and KTT and IC   are the spring rates (reciprocal of the 
compliance) of the hub and vane.   Substituting 

SH(KH +  K,) 
tan A 

= Ss (KS + v 

and 

H      tanX(KH+Kv) 

10 



8.= 
tan X (Ks + 1^) 

The external force which must be applied to the hub and 
shroud to produce these deflections is 

F-8 

This force produces a bending moment at the base of the 
diffuser opposed to that produced by the conicity of the 
diffuser.   Converting the moment into inch-pounds per 
running inch, we have 

Sfl ,„ „ .      Nv 
A MHv - 0^ ^ane " Rdi Hy "  ^J ^ane "    diffuser' 2TrRdiffuser 

Thus, the diffuser bending moment and its related stress 
increment, found in the above paragraph,are reduced, 
because of the modulating vanes, by the amount 

1 _ hv 

The shroud can be treated in the same manner as the hub. 

One final stress must be considered in this analysis.   The 
vane is acted upon by two opposing side forces, found 
previously to be 

Fc 
tan X 

acting at a distance L    sin A   from the mi(^)oint of the 
vane.   This produces   the following bending stress in 
the vane: 

F„ cos X L,. sin X T. 

sir 

c^°^v^"^  xv x 12 

"in X 2W..T. 's v  v 

DISCUSSION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The computer program originally written by Deutsch in 1962 at Fairchild 
Stratos to solve the type of problems discussed in Reference 5 was 
extended to the general case of the RD fan shown on Figure 2.   Revised 
input and output sheets were also prepared to ada1"* in an optimum 
manner to the RD fan configuration. 

11 



The program is written in FORTRAN language and is normally run on 
the IBM 1620 computer.   Because of its length, it had to be broken down 
into two decks.   The first deck is run first with the input cards; the out- 
put of the first deck is added to the initial input data and forms the total 
input for the second deck.   The two decks are listed as Appendixes I and 
n of this report, respectively.    For an understanding of the program, it 
must be noted that the notation "CO", say CO 48, stands for "Column" 
and corresponds to the same column of the appendix of Reference 5.   So, 
CO 48 is the variable defined in column 48 of the appendix.   Those items 
which were not defined in Reference 5 and are not self-explanatory are 
defined in the List of Symbols. 

A blank revised input sheet is shown as Appendix III.   As the program 
is compatible with all types of wheels, only necessary data need be filled 
in.   For example, wherever there is no shroud, shroud input is left blank. 
It is easy to find the computer symbol for each of the data inputs by re- 
ferring to the source program. 

12 



^ECTION n 

UGHTWEIGHT MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUES REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

For construction of the RD fan, the Aerophysics Company considered 
structural materials from the major metallic, nonmetallic and mixed 
groupings.   Of these, aluminum and reinforced plastics were selected. 

The first two test fans were constructed of aluminum.   A suggested inno- 
vation would be an alternate RD fan of glass cloth or preimpregnated 
reinforced plastic. 

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 

Aluminum 

Aluminum was chosen from the structural materials because, handled 
in the classic manner at this prototype level, the fabrication techniques 
and strength characteristics are predictable. 

A prime concern was choosing aluminum alloys that exhibit corrosion 
resistance necessary to the RD fan operating in a marine environment. 
The particular selection exhibits its superiority by its weight-to-strength 
ratio and relative obvious ease of fabrication.   (The obvious alterna- 
tives, steel and magnesium, could measure up to aluminum only in 
certain properties.) 

The stress levels of the test fans have, from the preliminary stress 
analysis, proven to be uniformly low.    Hence, it has been unnecessary 
to investigate materials of unique mechanical properties   or mixed 
structural materials of metals and plastics. 

The aluminum alloys selected for the test fans are as follows: 

1. Full Outer Shroud - 6061-0, before fabricating, which is 
heat-treated to the T-4 condition after forming. Because of 
the depth of the outer shroud, considerable work hardening 
of the piece will occur during spinning.   As the spinning 
progresses, the metal must be continually annealed.   To 
insure definite available stress levels, following spinning, 
the shroud must be heat-treated to the T-4 condition. 

2. Blades - 6061-T6 formed cold by routing, rolling and 
joggling. 

3. Backplatt - two possibilities were considered: 
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a) In anticipation of possible warping of the backplate 
during heat treatment, because of its size, leave the 
backplate in the 0 condition.   This forces the use of a 
high-strength alloy, such as 5052 aluminum.   The 
difficulty is that such an alloy in the 0 condition is not 
easily available commercially.   This solution was 
therefore rejected. 

b) Use 6061-T6 and take chances that some warping 
may occur during the forming of the diffuser annuius 
but that it can be corrected. 

4.       Hub - 6061-T6 billet. 

Preimpregnated Reinforced Plastics 

As suggested, an attractive RD fan, exceptionally well adapted to marine 
environment and with a superior strength-to-weight ratio (as compared 
to aluminum) could easily be constructed of preimpregnated plastics. In 
considering both the evolution of the RD fan to a larger structure and the 
properties of preimpregnated reinforced plastics, it can readily be fore- 
seen that future RD fans could be of such plastics. 

Preimpregnated reinforced plastics .:re usually formed in sheets of com- 
bined fabric webbed with resin.   When subjected to heat and pressure, the 
resin is cured, and the molded parts are remarkably uniform.   Such 
plastics can be used to build up the local structural areas of the fan. 

Aerophysics Company chooses the preimpregnated reinforced plastic for 
the alternate RD fan because of its suitable epoxy resin, which lends 
itself to bonding with conventional epoxies and other materials at room 
temperatures.   (This suggests the use of honeycomb and aluminum sheet 
combined with Scotchply construction.)   Tooling requirements for this 
material can be similar to those for aluminum forming.   The preimpreg- 
nated reinforced plastics lend themselves to many molding processes. 

As with other preinii   egnated reinforced plastics, Scotchply is easily 
stored and handled, reducing material inventory and eliminating in-shop 
formulation control.   It allows for only a minimum of material waste. 

The tolerance of the final layed-up Scotchply component wi1! corres- 
pond to that of the mold or tools on which it is fabricated.   It is available 
in one-, two- and three-ply filament orientation, which allows an orienta- 
tion of the direction of the fibers to achieve maximum directional strength. 
This is a unique quality difficult to achieve with the conventional fabric- 
glass-resin combinations. 
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Glass Cloth Reinforced Plastics 

There is no basic difference in materials between preimpregnated 
reinforced plastics and glass cloth plastics reinforced with epoxy or 
phenolic resins.   The difference is in the way the materials are used. 
As the name indicates, in preimpregnated plastics, the resin is incor- 
porated into the glass cloth at the plastic supplier's factory.   In glass 
cloth reinforced plastics, this is done at the time of fabrication of the 
end product.   Significant differences in fabrication techniques result.   The 
preimpregnated plastic mast be cured at temperatures of 350-400° F.   This 
usually requires an oven large enough to accommodate the whole fan to be 
built.   The glass cloth reinforced plastic is cured at room temperature, but 
the reaction between the epoxy and the hardener takes place in a very short 
time, often forcing the buildup of cloth layers in several steps, which easily 
becomes time-consuming. 

FABRICATION TECHNIQUES IN ALUMINUM 

Spinning 

The main circular structure of the aluminum RD fan lends itself 
naturally to fabrication by the spinning technique.   The initial tooling 
is comparatively inexpensive. 

Aluminum lends itself well to the spinning process because of its 
excellent ductility   and its need of only a few intermediate anneals 
during spinning.   This technique is usually reserved for limited- 
quantity production.   Moreover, spinning gives a fine,aerodynamically 
smooth surface. 

In spinning the outer shroud of the RD fan,certain dimensional problems 
arise from the spring-back characteristics of the piece, from work 
thinning and from subsequent heat treatment; i. e., the tolerances on 
the diameter, depth and wall thickness may vary from piece to piece. 
A final acceptable outer shroud depends on the skill of the spinning 
Operation.   No two deep spinnings of the shroud will be identical, thus 
creating certain assembly and fastening problems.   The solution of 
these problems will be discussed in the section dealing with assembly. 

Thfc spinning of the hub (optional) presents similar problems.   In one 
consideration, the RD fan would be driven from a structural hub formed 
by the spinning techniques.   In this instance, the blades extend inwardly 
only as far as this spinning.   These Dlades are fastened to and driven 
by this hub. 

An alternate design is the use ol a hub spider, which is a lathe and 
milling machine piece.   The hub area replaced by the hub spider may 
be faired in with "foam-in-place" plastics and sheet metal fairing 
surfaces. 
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Hydropress 

The RD blades may be fabricated by the rubber die forming technique. 
This process (particularly the Guerin process) provides low-cost tool- 
ing of small shallow, flanged and ribbed parts of irregular shapes. 
The hydropress tooling is relatively inexpensive for short runs, for 
which conventional tooling would be uneconomical.   This process may 
provide for simultaneous blanking and piercing of flat pieces. 

At the prototype level, such as in the present program, an alternate 
method of fabrication of the blades is by hand-forming.   The blade is 
routed out by using a template and bent by using conventional sheet- 
metal brake and roller equipment. 

Forgings 

Only the hub or a hub spider of the RD fan may be fabricated by forging 
in aluminum.   In the industrial practice of RD fan fabrication, the hub 
is generally forged or cast in steel.   Industrial experience indicates that, 
of the two techniques, the forged hubs of this type are stronger and 
more durable. 

A small RD fan hub may be hand-forged in the simple biscuit shape. 
Certain outstanding properties of aluminum hand forgings may be here 
noted -- their high weight-to-strength ratio, toughness, and ability to 
withstand shock and repeated applications of stress.   Such forgings 
provide a desirable combination of directional properties allowing 
thinner structural sections, and thus a lightweight hub. 

Aluminum forgings maintain the advantages of aluminum previously 
discussed;   i. e., they are lightweight and corrosion resistant, and 
have excellent machineability to achieve a smooth aerodynamic surface. 

It is most important to the forging process that a suitable aluminum 
alloy be selected. For the RD fan, the alloy 6061 at the standard T6 
temper combines a moderate tensile strength with good ductility and 
gives excellent corrosion resistance and forgeability. Moreover, it 
particularly offers excellent welding characteristics possible for the 
joining of the fan blades. Before the blades are adjoined, the forgea 
biscuit must be machined to the operational outline of the working hub. 

This latter machining, plus other factors,   has led Aerophv sics to 
examine other methods for fabricating the hub.   Despite UK  attractive- 
ness of hand forgings, design studies and weight analysis for the two 
prototype fans show that the initial costs of hand forging and machining 
are high, as compared to spinning.   Spinning eventually eliminates the 
additional costs of machining to achieve a smooth surface.   Moreover, 
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for the medium-sized projected RD fans, the forged hubs are not as 
light as spun hubs, because of machining problems. The aluminum 
properties and advantages remain essentially the same as indicated 
for the forged product. 

Assembly Methods 

Inert gas welding would be one acceptable method of assembly. 
In this process argon or helium is used to shield the molten weld. How- 
ever, accumulated distortions arise from the heat of welding, causing 
warping.   As in the case with all welding fabrication in aluminum, the 
thin, lightweight metal areas are prone to distortions under welding, 
and thus it is difficult to maintain a uniform structure. 

During welding assembly, the fan may be held in a complicated fixture, 
but despite this, localized stresses occur at all the weld junctions. 
There is no concise way to determine the stress levels at the welds; 
thus, these areas will remain indeterminate under stress analysis. 

In addition, gaps may form from possible tolerance buildup between 
the RD components.   These would prohibit the welding of necessarily 
joined surfaces. 

Bonding is another possible assembly method.   The assembly of heli- 
copter techniques applicable to the RD fan production indicates a need 
for elaborate clamping and holding fixtures.   The entire blade bonding 
technique must be closely quality controlled.   The elaboration of this 
method would eliminate its use for a small run of RD fans. 

Riveting is a classical and accepted form of structural assembly.   It 
is a traditional sheet metal fastening method   and appears attractively 
adaptable to the RD fan.   The layout for the riveting is straightforward 
and accessible.   Conventional shop tooling is readily available and 
adaptable.   This method of assembly is extensively used by the British 
for assembly of their large lightweight centrifugal GEM fans (Rotol 
fans). 

The output from the Aerophysics stress analysis can be applied in a 
conventional manner to the detail design of the fan.   Therefore, fastenings 
between components can be accurately determined and fabricated.   The 
tolerance buildup can be anticipated by the detailed arrangement of 
local support and rivet fastenings. 

TECHNIQUES IN PREIMPREGNATED REINFORCED PLASTICS 

A review of 3M Scotchpiy indicates that it is well-suited to larger RD 
fan fabrication.   The entire fabrication may be accomplished through 
the vacuum bag technique;  i. e.,   the uncured Scotchpiy is fitted over 
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the mold tooling, and these are encased in a plastic vacuum sack.   The 
vacuum is thus applied between the mold and the plastic sheet.   The 
surrounding atmospheric pressure forces the reinforced plastic firmly 
over the mold.   This technique is economical for short runs and allows 
control over ihe surface finish. 

The curing time for the Scotchply fabric can be as short as 4-1/2 
minutes at 325° F.     Scotchply may be re-added to the RD structure 
by reheating at 325°  F.  without affecting the basic RD structure. 

As previously discussed, the Scotchply is available in three fiber 
orientations.   In the outer shroud of the RD fan, the filament orienta- 
tion may progress from filaments wound circumferentially at the inlet 
area   to filaments cross-mixed and blended from circumferentially to 
radially at the curving shroud to filaments   laid out radially in the 
diffuser disc area.   The inner shroud arrangement should be the same 
for the curving area. 

The overlapping of ply direction in the curving area is an attractive 
use of Scotchply,   This development of patterns will also insure stress 
unifoi mity in this area.    (All uncured Scotchply may be overlapped. 
Upon heating and curing,   this overlap will diffuse into the adjoining 
surface.) 

In the diffuser disc area of the shroud, a supplementary Jayer may be 
required with fibers laid   tangentially to stiffen the RD ring against 
v/aviness. 

An important feature of the Scotchply preimpregnated plastic is its 
use in patches where stresses are high or concentrated.   In particular, 
the area of bending that runs circumferentially around the root of the 
RD rings may be increased in depth by progressively building up this 
juncture with blended, stepped and laminated Scotchply segmented 
rings. 

Similarly, the areas where the blades join the shrouds are points of 
load concentration and can be accordingly thickened by a Scotchply 
buildup. 

Although the attachment of the fan blades to the inner and outer shrouds 
is always a difficult fabrication problem, Scotchply offers good solu- 
tions for blade attachment — either by direct epoxy bonding or by 
routing and slotting the molds so that the slots can be incorporated 
into the faces of the shrouds. 

Because Scotchply may be built up, layer upon layer, a logical means 
of fabricating the blades is offered.   The blades are made over molds, 
which insures uniiormity of blade from blade to blade; thus, this 
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tooling technique appears to bo superior.   In bonding the blades to the 
shrouds, a heavily filled semiflexible epoxy will be suitable. 

TECHNIQUES IN GLASS CLOTH REINFORCED PLASTICS 

During Phase I of the contract, the review of lightweight materials and 
techniques was not meant to be all-inclusive, but only to be sufficient to 
permit, without preconceived ideas, an intelligent choice of the materials 
and techniques for the fabrication of the two demonstration fans to be 
built under the contract.    At the end of Phase I, it was recommended by 
Aerophysics that the two test fans be built of aluminum.   Additional studies 
of plastic fans were not made, therefore, during the remainder of the 
contract, and the rest of this report deals only with metal fans. 

As a follow-on to the con'.ract,  Aerophysics iniciated additional design 
studies of plastic fan fabrication duriig the summer and continued them 
during the fall of 1965.   Since they are directly pertinent to a discussion 
of lightweight fan fabrication techniques,  they will be briefly reported 
below. 

The studies started from the considerations developed in the section 
above,  in which an all-Scotchply fan is proposed.   Additional reflection 
indicated that a plastic fan incorporating some elements made of Scotchply 
and others made of glass cloth reinforced plastics was possibly preferable. 
The idea was to retain Scotchply wherever its use appeared advantageous 
and to use glass cloth reinforced plastic elsewhere.   In particular,  inner 
and outer shrouds do notneedto be made of Scotchply;   the blades, which 
provide dimensional accuracy of the fan, do.   It is thus necessary to have 
available a small oven for blade fabrication, but the need foi the large 
oven for outer shroud fabrication disappears. 

A design study of this composite plastic fabrication using the same fan 
that was built of aluminum under the contract and is described in Section 
HI,  fan Model HD 51-. 50-1.3-75°, was made.    This design, shown in 
Figure 3, will be described here.   The fan is built around five components, 
which are bonded together.   These components are as follows: 

1. A main drive shaft which consists of a constant-section 
cylindrical aluminum tube, to which are fastened bulk- 
head extensions which support the inner shroud. 

2. A backplate, made of fiber glass or aluminum honeycomb, 
which acts as foundation for the structure of the whole 
fan. 
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3. An inner shroud made of conventional reinforced 
glass-fiber overlay, laid up by hand over a concave die. 
This die or mandrel is a large piece of hardwood , similar 
to that which one would use for turning an aluminum spin- 
ning of the same size.   It can be obtained fairly econom- 
ically by going to the spinning people, who have available 
large gluing presses and large wood turning saddle lathes. 
Three to six layers of cloth may be required.   This is 
made possible by the recent development of new resins, 
with over 1-hour pot time.   The curing can be done at 
room temperature, under pressure obtained by means of 
the vacuum bag technique , for example. 

4. An outer shroud, the fabrication of which is similar to 
that of the inner shroud.   The outer shroud is reinforced, 
as shown in Figure 3, at circumferential stiffeners which 
take part of the hoop stress. 

5. Eighteen blades made of 3M preimpregnated 1002 
Scotchply material.   The -eason for using Scotchply as 
blade material is quite significant and basic to the whole 
design and will be discussed in some detail. 

First, each blade is quite small (20 inches is the maximum 
dimension) and does not require the same huge oven as the 
shroud pieces. 

Second,  the blades are viewed as providing the dimen- 
sional accuracy of the fan   and must therefore be built 
using the best materials and the best possible mold.   It 
is possible to make blade flanges integral with the blades; 
these flanges are essential to bind the blades to the inner 
and to the outer shroud,respectively. 

For assembly of the finished blades to the shroud surfaces 
there are a multitude of good epoxy bonding agents on the 
market,  such as 3M ^02216. 

The major advantage of plastic fabrication, in terms of simpler fan 
assembly, will now become apparent.   Not shown on the earlier sketches, 
it is intended to provide both blade and shroud molds with locating grooves, 
alignment tongues and indentations which will permit the immediate and 
accurate positioning of blade with respect to shroud (in a manner similar 
to that in which some childrens' plastic models are assembled).   Thus, 
the tedious lofting, layout and alignment of the metal fan can be   liminated. 
The hub can be much simolified, since the central spider is not required 
any more. 
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Surprisingly, the total cost of plastics materials for a given fan (even if 
made entirely of Scotchply) is lower than that of the corresponding alum- 
inum fan.   One reason is that for the aluminum hub, a lot of "hogging out" 
and material removal are required.   Only a fraction of the original 
material is used in the final plastic structure. 

The main advantages of the plastic over the metal approach to fan design 
are therefore seen to be cost and time of fabrication.   (Subcontracting 
delays for an aluminum shroud spinning can be quite substantial.)  Stan- 
dard advantages of plastics mentioned earlier may also be briefly recalled 
here:   lighter weight and resistance to fatigue, impact and corrosion. 
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SECTION III 

DETAILED DESIGN OF RD FAN 

AERODYNAMIC SELECTION OF THE RD FAN 

The contract specified the design and fabrication of "a 60-inch- 
diameter fan that will absorb approximately 100 shaft horsepower. " 
It was intended that this fan be representative of a family of internal- 
flow air movers for potential ACV's or STOL aircraft in the range 
of 100 to 1,000 horsepower.   It was first decided that a total pres- 
sure rise of 20 inches of water would be representative.    Corres- 
pondingly, the volume flow was fixed to 25,000 c. f. m.    Several 
RD fans were considered,  and the choice w<    narrowed down to two: 
RD 51-. 50-1. 3-75° and RD 51-. 70-1. 3-751 .   The aerodynamic 
characteristics of these two fans are shown in Figures 4 and 5, 
respectively (for an explanation of RD fan indexing,  the reader is 
referred to Reference 2). 

It was decided to build the former fan (Figure 4).   The reason was 
that, for the same overall diameter, the air passage is narrower, and 
that fan, therefore, is harder to assemble than the other one.   If any- 
thing, this results in weight penalties.   As a redeeming feature, the 
aerodynamic features of the fan of Figure 4 are such that no modulating 
vanes are required.   Vanes would most likely be required for the other 
fan. 

The fan which was built (RD 51-. 50-1. 3-75°) is representative of 
ACV's with high cushion pressures (50 to 100 pounds per square foot), 
such as the landing craft described in Section IV.    The other fan 
(51-. 70-1. 3-75°) is representative of ACV's with lower cushion 
pressures (25 to 50 pounds per square foot), such as the Bell 
Skimmer 5 (Westland SRN5). 

GENERAL FAN CONFIGURATION 

The assembly drawing of the two identical fans which were built is 
shown as Figures 6 and 7.    Detailed fabrication drawings were also 
prepared and submitted to USAAVLABS in accordance with the con- 
tract.   A list of the detailed drawings is given in Appendix IV.   The 
general features of the fan will b«? summarized here. 

First, the final fan design is an all-aluminum structure. 

Second, the fan components are formed by the processes of spinning, 
sheet metal forming (including stretch-forming) and conventional lathe 
and milling machine work. 
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Third, the final fan design is completely assembled by aircraft fastener 
technique:   rivets, aluminum bolts and stainless steel bolls. 

FAN DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

Because of the availability of the computer-programmed stress analysis 
discussed ir. Section I, great strides could be made toward the orderly 
development of an "analytical design".    Following the debugging of the 
computer program, 44 computer runs were made,  representing about 30 
different configurations.   It was possible to vary systematically such 
things as blade thickness; for example, for a given configuration, one 
would try successively blade thicknesses of 0. 125 inch, 0.1 inch, 0.09 
inch, 0.08 inch, and 0.07 inch.   Similarly,  the conical hub spider could 
be evaluated against the cylindrical hub spider, the variable-thickness 
shroud against the constant-thickness shroud, etc.   This permitted the 
selection everywhere of the minimum-weight component compatible with 
the structural integrity of the fan.   Since the centrifugal loads on the fan 
are proportional to the mass of the fan, a lighter fan has lower centrifugal 
loads; therefore, it is stronger than a heavier one, if properly designed. 
The analytical approach thus allows one to put material in the load- 
carrying elements, where it is needed, and to remove it elsewhere.   It 
also allows the designer to choose between several fabrication techniques 
and to optimize not only for weight, but for cost and ruggedness. 

In the present program, the emphasis was placed on two qualities: light 
weight and structural integrity of the fan.   In order to achieve a light 
weight and to minimize risks of structural failure, great sophistication 
was used in the detailed design and assembly of the fan.   In particular, 
the hub was machined from a solid piece of aluminum in the form of a 
spider to insure accurate positioning of the blades.   Backplate and blades 
on the one hand, and blades and shroud on the other hand, were fastened 
using stainless steel screws with heiicoil inserts; welding which could 
introduce distorsions in thin elements and reduce strength of the heat- 
treated elements was not used anywhere.   The result was an expensive 
fan.   This should be viewed only as a necessary step at the prototype 
level.   With the knowledge gained in the present program, it is possible 
to do either of two things:  (a) redesign the metal fan for production, for 
the same weight, by simplifying the hub, or (b) as indicated in Section n, 
mold the fan of plastics.   However, neither of these steps could be taken 
within the funding limitations of the present contract. 

However, all of the objectives of the program -- the establishment of an 
improved stress analysis, the analytical design of the fan and the demon- 
stration of the structural feasibility of lightweight RD fans of large size -- 
were fully met. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT AND OUTPUT 

As shown in Appendix III,  15 stations were chosen for describing the 
fan configuration.    The final fan configuration which was analyzed and 
for which the results are shown in Appendix V is that of Figure 7. 
However, rather than drawing the rays corresponding to the 15 sta- 
tions on Figure   7,   Figure 7  was redrawn with only the outline needed 
for the determination of the input physical characteristics shown.    The 
input drawing is shown as Figure 8.   The definition of the various input 
quantities was shown in Figure 2.   It can be seen that the mass elements 
corresponding to station n, for example, for the hub and for the shroud 
are those extending on each side of ray n, half-way to rays (n - 1) and 
(n + 1), respectively.   It can be seen from Figure 8 that the determina- 
tion of the "mean" values for the quantities   ajr as, rs is not as obvious 
in practice as would appear from Figure 2.    For example,  for Stations 
1 to 6, a^ is obtained as the sum of two quantities, one corresponding 
to the axial length of the hub disc and the other to that of the hub spider. 
Also, the axial length of the spider tangs must not be counted into the 
input, since the tangs do not resist any tangential stresses.   Similarly, 
the thickness of the shroud doublers is not counted, in the mathematical 

^ analysis, as part of the shroud thickness, since they are not continuous 
in the peripheral direction.   However, both the weight of the tangs and 
that of the doublers must bo introduced in the input.   This is accom- 
plished by calculating a fictitious density for the hub or shroud station 
to which the tang or the doubler element belongs.   This was done for 
each station in tabular form.   Details of the input determination are not 
reproduced her.       A'he reader is warned that great care must be exer- 
cised in the detfcimination of the input, since the output is critically 
dependent upon the input.   No matter how good the stress analysis 
method is, the results will be incorrect if the input "modeling" is not 
done correctly.    For example,  to add the axial length of the tang, at 
Station 7 on Figure 8, to that of the hub disc amounts to replacing the 
tangs by a solid cylinder and results in an input value which is wrong 
by a factor of five.    Fortunately, with practice, an input error can be 
immediately detected by looking at irregularities in the plots of output 
tange ■' al and radial stress distributions against radius. 

It may be noted also that the outer shroud outline was drawn, double 
size,  on Figure 8.   Th*1 reason is that, as explained in Section II, spin- 
ning is an art and not a science, and no two spinnings are alike.   It was 
therefore   decided by Aeraphysics that a separate stress analysis ( om- 
puter run should be made, as a matter of routine, for each newly built 
fan, prior to running it, using as shroud thickness the measured thickness 
of the shroud of that particular fan   rather than the nominal thickness. 
The shroud thickness shown in Figure 8 is that of shroud no.  1, belong- 
ing to the same fan for which experimental stress analysis results are 
reported in Section IV. 

The input layout for fan RD 51-. 70-1, 3-75° is shown in Figure 9, for 
reference. However, results of the computer program for that case are 
not shown. 
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Figure 9.   Fan RD 51-. 70-1. 3-75u, Drawing Used for ( 
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A typical output for the RD fan stress analysis is shown in Appendix V 
as "Run 44.   No Radial Thickness".   This case corresponds to the con- 
figuration shown in Figures 6 and 7 and to the input shown in Figure 8. 
configuration shown in Figure 6 and to the input shown in Figure 7. 
The calculated stresses for this case are used later in this section 
for the detailed stress analysis of the fan and in Section V for a com- 
parison with the stresses determined experimentally by Joy Manufac- 
turing Company, as reported in Section IV.   The output lists the cal- 
culated values of the hub stresses, shroud stresses and blade stresses 
at the 15 stations shown on Figure 8 and defined mathematically 
by the value of the ray angle.   In accordance with the notation of 
Reference   5,   hub and shroud stresses are prescribed as tangential 
and radial stresses, and the corresponding values of hub and shroud 
radius are also shown.   Blade stresses are shown as shear and 
tensile stresses. 

It is mentioned in Reference 5 that   once the stresses are obtained 
for the fan structure by application of the Deutsch analysis, an addi- 
tional effect must be considered for the shroud; i. e., the additional 
stress caused on the shroud by blade restraint.   It is a tangential 
shroud stress and it is maximum at the shroud-blade function. 
To represent this effect, the following formula was proposed by 
Deutsch: 

2 ^addit.   =   ( TT FbRs) / (4N r^   as) 

The computer program was prepared with an option to include the 
above additional stress.   Practically, this was done by tying in ^"adciit. 
= 0 together with r^ = 0.   Therefore, each case was run for rs ^ 0 and 
rs = 0 (the "No Raaial Thickness" heading).   A comparison of 
computed and experimentally-determined stresses definitely indicated 
that the above formula did not hold for the lightweight fan which was 
built.   The following explanation is advanced: The above formula 
assumes that the blade acts as a rigid support.   Since the blade gage 
is very thin, the blade restraint is very small, as the blade deflects 
together with the shroud;   hence,   Oaddit. is very small.   As a con- 
sequence, the computer runs with r« ^ 0 were discarded, and only the 
run with "No Radial Thickness" is snown in Appendix V. 

DETAILED DESIGN AND FABRICATION PROBLEMS 

The assembly drawings of the two identical fans which were built under 
the contract are shown in Figures 6 and 7.     The detailed drawings 
are not reproduced heie, but are listed in Appendix IV.   Instead,   a 
few photographs of the fan components are included.   A discussion of 
the detailed design and fabrication problems of the fan components 
will first be made; next, the procedure for :he assembly of the fan 
will be described, with extensive use of photographs. 
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Outer Shroud 

It was found from the computer analysis of the early designs that the 
shroud stresses were running consistently higher than the hub stresses; 
hence, the need to pay great attention to the outer shroud structural 
design.   Also, any foreign objects which might be ingested by the fan 
would, because of centrifugal force, strike the shroud, not the hub. 

It was also decided early that the shroud fabrication would lend itself 
very naturally to the spinning technique.   In final analysis, this proved 
to be a correct view, since the fan which was built possesses exceptional 
strength characteristics for its weight.   However,  the shroud design 
and fabrication presented extremely bothersome developmental problems, 
which at one time threatened the whole program with failure.   These 
problems were due to two causes:   first, the fact that the ratio of the 
thickness of the shroud to its maximum diameier was much smaller than 
current practice in the spinning art, thus pushing the state of the art; 
second, the carelessness of the spinning subcontractor.   Both aspects 
will be reviewed briefly. 

A spinning such as the outer shroud is made by starting from a circular 
plate of constant thickness which rotates on a saddle lathe and progres- 
sively changing its shape by flowing the metal into the shape of a man- 
drel also rotating on the lathe.   The greater the curvature of the final 
piece, the greater is the difficulty of the operation.   Also, the thickness 
distribution of the final piece is such that maximum thickness is at the 
outer radius and minimum thickness is at the point of maximum curvature 
(on Figure 8, this corresponds to the region between. Stations 5 and 11). 
On the other hand, the computer analysis discloses that the point of 
maximum curvature usually corresponds to maximum stress.   Consid- 
eration was given to making a thick shroud and grinding it down to a 
prescribed thickness distribution.   This was rejected as too expensive. 
Finally, starting from a plate 0. 25 inch thick, a criterion was set for 
the minimum acceptable thickness of the shroud as 0.065 in», i, at the 
point of maximum curvature.   To play it safe, and because it was cheap, 
it was decided to reinforce the shroud by means of doublers vsee Figure 
14) to lake the in-between-blade bending. 

The other potential problem area was the lack of rigidity of the shroud 
of the fan because of its very small thickness and the poss.ble distor- 
tions coming from the fact that the shroud had to be spun in tha 
0-condition and heat-treated to the T-4 condition afterwards.   The first 
shroud was rejected as having a minimum thickness below 0.065 inch. 
The next two shrouds were received by Aerophysics at its Brentwood, 
Maryland, plant on 10 August 1965.   They satisfied the minimum thick- 
ness requirement.   However, upon inspection at Brentwood and careful 
mating to the Aerophysics assembly fixture, it was determined that neither 
of the two shrouds satisfied prescribed dimensional specifications as shown 
on Aerophysics Drawing 036-1001; i. e., + i/8 inch off nominal dimensions. 
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in the restrained condition.   In particular, the diffuser angle was found 
to be 9 degrees on the average, compared to a nominal value of 4 degrees 
15 minutes.   What had happened, naturally, was that the spinnings in the 
0 condition probably complied with the dimensional requirements, but the 
distortions had set in as a result of the subsequent heat-treat to a T-4 
condition. 

Ultimately, the problem was solved by redesigning the spinning mandrel 
from a convex to a concave shape, turning a flange outward at the tip of 
the diffuser (Station 15 on Figure 8) and insuring that the shroud was 
partially reworked and the distortions removed immediately after the 
heat-treat operation, when the metal was still soft.   The final shroud 
dimensions fell well within the original specifications. 

Inner Shroud 

It was decided that the inner shroud should be nonstructural, as an exam- 
ination of Figures 6 and 7 will immediately disclose.   Therefore, the 
inner shroud is only a fairing for the air passage, and there was no reason 
to use a spinning.   It consists of 18 pieces of 0.025-inch-thick aJ :minum, 
bent and joggled by hand, which are attached to the blades by means of 
clips and are riveted directly to the backplats and to the hub spinner. 

It was decided originally to fill the void between the inner shroud and the 
hub with foam-in-place "rensulate" plastic. Problems were encountered 
with the foam-in-place, and the space inside the inner shroud was finally 
left hollow. 

Backplate 

The backplate was made of a 6061-T6 aluminum sheet, as shown on 
Figures 6, 7, and 8.   The computer program had indicated that a sheet 
thickness of 0.100 inch was acceptable.   However, a thickness of 0.125 inch 
was used, because a 0.100 sheet could not be procured in width greater than 
5 feet. 

The backplate difiuser annulus was originally bent, using an Aerophysics- 
built roller, on the table which had been built for the assembly of the fan. 
However, the plate showed a certain amount of waviness f r both fans. 
After it had been decided to turn the shroud flange up to increase its 
rigidity, as explained in the previous section, it became necessary to 
perform the same operation on the backplate.   Thus, it become convenient 
to use the same mandrel as for the shroud.   As an experiment, one back- 
plate was annealed, the flange was turned, and the plate was heat-treated 
again.   The other plate had the flange turned while it was in the T-4 
condition.   The latter one gave better res'üts than the former one, but 
both were acceptable. 
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Blades and Blade Attachment 

A blade thickness of 0.07 inch was chosen, following the results of the 
stress analysis.   This was a much lower gage than the designer would 
spontaneously use.   A consequence was that even partial blade attachment 
by welding was out of the question.   Blade attachment is entirely by rivets. 

The blades, shown on Drawing 036-1005, were cut with a router, follow- 
ing a template.   They were bent individually on a brake, which was both 
cheap and accurate.   No special problems were encountered. 

Blade attachment to backplate and shroud is achieved by using a channel 
piece (Drawing 036-1006), milled from a 5/16 -x-1-inch piece of bar 
r.tock, which is bent to shape in the case of the backplate and bent and 
stretch-formed in the case of the shroud.   Channel-to-blade attachment 
is by means of countersunk rivets.   Channel-to-backplate attachment 
and channel-to-shroud attachment are by means of stainless steel bolts, 
held tightly to the channel by means of helicoil inserts.   This has the 
advantage oi making the shroud and the backplate removable.   This type 
of blade-to-fan attachment requires a lot of precise fitting, but is ex- 
tremely strong. 
Hub Spider 

Two different considerations led to the design of the center hub as a 
"spider" machined conical piece.   First, for ease of assembly of the fan 
a simple blade positioning device is desirable.   Having a spider-type 
hub, with the blades held on both sides at the root, this goal is achieved 
simply.   Second,  the shroud dimensions hold true only within t 1/8 inch. 
It is* therefore desirable to be able to "slide" the blade to match the 
shroud.   Hence, again, the slotted arrangement has an advantage. 

The basic hub spider is a conical tube.   This configuration was proved 
by computer analysis to be superior to the cylindrical tube.   Originally, 
the tangs were designed to have conical edges.   In the meantime , from 
the results of the computer analysis, the blade thickness was reduced 
from 0.125 inch to 0.07 inch and welding of the blades to the tangs 
become impossible (0.1 inch is about the minimum thickness that can 
be welded routinely).   The design then reverted to an all-riveted 
arrangement.   It was then necessary to have the tang edge cylindrical, 
rather than conical, to provide clearance of the drill for drilling the 
rivet holds through the tangs above Station 7. 

Fabrication of the hub spider for the two fans was subcontracted to 
Applied Science Industries, Falls Church, Virginia. 

Hub Disc 

The hub disc for both impellers, shown on Drawing 036-1004, was subcon- 
tracted to Ray D. Watson Co., Baltimore, Maryland.   The two pieces were 
received on schedule and were acceptable. 
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It may be noted that both hub spider and hub disc are very functional, 
being both light and strong and appropriate for a prototype fan; however, 
they are much too expensive for a production article (total cost of about 
$T, 500 for each fan).   As mentioned elsewhere, there is no problem in 
redesigning, for the same weight, both spider and disc for easier and 
cheaper fabrication. 

FAN ASSEMBLY 

Before discussing the fan assembly, a pictorial review of the fan com- 
ponents to be assembled will be made.    The hub spider is shown in Figures 
10 and 11.   Typical blades with channels riveted in place are shown in 
Figures 10 and 13.   A blanked blade is shown in Figure 12.   The hub disc 
is shown in Figure 12.   The outer shroud spinning is shown in Figure 14. 

There are actually several ways to assemble the fan.   The following is 
shown only as a general procedure, and covers the most important steps. 

First, it is assumed that the fan components have been readied in accor- 
dance with Drawings 036-1001 to 036-1007, with the exception of hole 
drilling in the backplate, the shroud and the blades, which is done as 
part of the assembly. 

A key element in the accurate assembly of the fan was the design and 
fabrication of a circular fixture table, which was used as basic dimen- 
sional reference for the lofting and the final assembly.   The table was 
horizontal, and a dummy shaft extended axially above it.   The shaft was 
strictly perpendicular to the table, thus permitting repeatable accurate 
positioning of the fan assembly (Figures 17, 18,and 19).   The table was 
20 inches high, providing a convenient working height (Figure 17). 

The steps for the assembly of the fan can be described as follows: 

1. Using templates rotating around the shaft for the backplate, 
and also a height gage using the table top as reference, loft 
the blade channels on both the backplate and the shroud, for 
all 18 blades (see Figure 12 for the marks on the back- 
plate). 

2. Bend and position the backplate blade channels.   Pilot 
drill through the backplate (Figure 15).   Drill the final 
holes and screw the channels in place.   They will be 
removed and replaced many times during the assembly. 

3. Stretch form, bend and position the shroud blade channels. 

4. Rivet the shroud doublers to the shroud (Figure 14). 

5. Drill and tap holes for helicoil in the backplate channel and 
in the shroud channel.   Install the helicoil inserts. 
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Figure 10.   Basic Blade, With Channels Riveted in Place, Attached 
to Hub Spider. 

Figure 11.   Major Fan Machined Components, Hub Spider and 
Hub Disc. 
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Figure 12.   Backplate and Hub Spider With Blanked Blade in Place. 

Figure 13.   Three Completed Blades With Channels Riveted in Place . 
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Figure 14.  Outer Shroud Spinning With the 18 Doublers Riveted in Place, 

Figure 15.   Positioning and Pilot Drilling of Backplate Blade Channels, 
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Figure 16.   Individual Hand Fitting of Completed Blade to Backplate 
and Hub Sfcnder. 

Figure 17.   Individual Hand Fitting of Completed Blade to Inverted 
Outer Shroud and Hub Spider. 
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Figure 18,   Blades in Final Position With Respect to Inverted 
Outer Shroud, 

Figure 19.   Final Fan Assembly;   Backplate, Hub Disc and Shroud 
Screwed to the Blades. 
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6. Pilot drilling of the shroud from the shroud channel in place 
is not practical.   Pilot drill the shroud from the lofting on 
the shroud instead. 

7. As a bench subassembly, drill and rivet both channels to the 
blade.   Rivet two inner shroud clips to the blade.   EP     blade 
is then in the condition shown in Figure 17 (but nol attached 
to the spider yet). 

8. Rivet hub disc to backplate. 

9. Loosely assembly backplate, spider hub and blades.   Present 
the shroud to insure a good fit and remove it.   Locate the 
blade holes through the tangs with a specially designed tool. 

10. Remove the blades.   Under size drill the located holes. 

11. Put the blades back in the fixture.   Line ream the holes for 
the explosive rivets attaching the blades to the hub spider. 

12. Install the shroud in the inverted position on the fixture table. 
Mount hub spider and blades.    Finish drilling the shroud holes. 
Insure hand fitting of all blades, one by one, by alternating 
between the inverted position (Figure 17) and the upright 
position (Figure 16).   When all blades fit, as in Figure 18, 
insert the rivets tying in the hub spider and the blades and 
explode them. 

13. Unscrew the shroud.   Screw the backplate and rivet the inner 
fairing (18 pieces) to the backplate and to the clips. 

14. Screw the shroud back and rivet the inlet spinner (it can be 
seen in Figure 21). 

15. Remove the backplate.   As the last step, pop the 18 explosive 
rivets that fasten the hub spider and the hub disc. 

16. Screw the backplate on for the last time (Figure 19). 
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Figure 20.   Completed Fan, Model RD 51-. 50-1. 3-75 , Edge-On View. 

Figure 21.   Completed Fan, Model RD 51-. 50-1.3-75°, General View, 
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DETAILED STRESS ANALYSIS 

The detailed stress analysis of the fan was made for a number of condi- 
tions corresponding to various computer runs.   Since the detailed stress 
analysis indicates which and how many fasteners (rivets, screws, bolts) 
to use, the most significant detailed stress calculation is that which was 
made just prior to freezing the fan design; i. e., here, at the end of Phase 
11 of the program.   The fan configuration as it stood at the end of Phase n 
is embodied in the input of Runs 41 and 42.   Runs 41 and 42 had the same 
physical input, but Run 41 corresponded to r   ^ 0 (in-between-blade bending 
included) and Run 42 corresponded to r   = 0    (no in-between-blade bending). 
It was stated earlier in this section that a comparison of calculated and 
measured stresses made at the end of Phase IV of the program had indi- 
cated that the fan actually behaved with negligibly small in-between-blade 
bending.   The input for the detailed stress analysis should therefore be 
the results of Run 42, not of Run 41.   However, this was not known at the 
end of Phase II, and the detailed stress analysis, as shown in what follows, 
is based on 'he output of Run 41.   To be complete, both input and output 
for Run 41 are shown in Appendix VI, as well as a sketch of the ray system 
for Run 41, which differs slightly from that shown on Figure 8 for Run 44. 

As explained earlier, after the fan was built, Runs 43 and 44 were made, 
and they incorporate the very minor changes made between final design 
of the fan and fabrication.   Therefore, the output of Run 43 is very 
close to that of Run 41, and the output of Run 44 is very close to that 
of Run 42.   Therefore, to save space, input and output for Runs 42 
and 43 are not included among the Appendixes. 

So, again, the detailed stress analysis which follows is based on the 
output of Run 41.   Since the stresses for Run 41 (Appendix VI) are 
higher than those for Run 44 (Appendix V), the results of the analysis 
are certainly conservative. 

Shroud Stresses 

By inspection (shroud stresses for Run 41, Appendix VI), the maximum 
stress, at Station 9 is 

Crt = 6, 717 p.s.i. o^. = 328 p.s.i. 

From equation 31, Reference 5, 

C7-u=   V^r2 + ^t2 " 2^ Crr <Tt) 

= 6,620p.s,i. limit, 
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assume that ultimate stress = 1. 5 x limit stress and design for 125 percent 
overspeed; therefore, 

Cru = 1.56 x 1.5 x 6,620 

= 15, 500   p.s.i. 

From the ALCOA manual (Reference 3, page 78) for 6061-T4 sheet, 

CT,    = 16,000 p.s.i. 

M.s. =iM00_ . l!s0>03< 

15.500 

Another section which may be critical is section 13, the base of the diffuser: 

Crr = 3,889 p.s.i.      C7t =   1,509 

Cru = 3, 790 . 

Hence, 

M S   =     16>000 

3,790x 1.56x 1.5 
1 = 0.81. 

Hub Stresses 

By inspection, the maximum stress at Station 11 is 

Crt = 2,892 p.s.i.,   cir = 3,831 p.s.i. 

Again using equation 31 of reference 5, one finds that 

0-u = 3,950 p.s.i. 

From the ALCOA manual (Reference 3, page 78) for 606!-T6 sheet, 

Hence, 

Crt   = 35,000 p.s.i. 

M.S.    =   35
?
000 

3,950 x 2.34 
1 =    high. 
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Blade Stresses 

By inspection, the maximum stress is on the hub side of the blade at Station 3: 

Crt = 1,462 p.s.i.,    T=284p.s.i. 

Hence,    M.S.   -    high. 

Shroud Rivet Design 
Shroud Rivet 

094 

j 

L 
Blade Rivet 

156 <£ 

070 

As shown above, Station 9 is critical: 

Crt = 6,717 p.s.i. 

Assume that the rivets are spaced radially . 75 inch apart.   The shear load is 

p = 6,717 x .75 x .065 = 328 pounds. 

Using 5/32-inch rivets and 78° head angle, the allowable shear strength 
is 670 pounds (24 ST). 

Hence, in shear, M.S.   = ^j " * =    high; in beaiing,M. S.  = -^ -1= high. 

Allowable tensile strength = 683 pounds; M. S.   = high.   Therefore, the use 
of 5/32-inch rivets throughout is permissible.   However,  for extra safety, 
3/16-inchrivets can be used wherever there is a doubler. 
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Check now the rivet at the upper flange on direct tension.   The blade load 
at Station 7 is 

P =    ö"t x A = 826 x . 75 x . 070 = 43. 3 pounds, which is 

carried on two rivets of . 156-inch dia. 

Arivet   =  -O192 inch square; 

hence, 

rt-l 2 x3.urj2 °  1.130p.S.i,, 

s = '   »    +  .094 +   1.5 x Jj- = .364 inch, assuming that the rivet is at 

a distance equal to 1. 5 x diameter of rivet from the flange of clip. 

The bending moment in doubler and shroud is 

M = 21.6 x .364 = 8 inch-pounds. 

rb <JK = —T- =  .75x.Ü52 = 4,100p.s.i. 
b h* 

Check now the bearing stress on the rivet and the shroud: 

F 328 
^X .094    x    .156 =   22, 400p.s.i. 

Finally, check the stress concentration in the shroud around the rivet 
holes.   At the rivets, the maximum loading occurs in pure tension.   The 
effective area between two rivets is that left after the metal is removed 
for the holes.   Now, at this point there is hardly any bending stress, and 
the tensile stress is that from Run 42 (Station 9): 
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.750 
^t equiv.       tf17 x . 75Ü - . 156 = 2, 300 p. s. i.,   crr = 328 p. s. i. 

Stress concentration at hole (Reference 9, page 387) is 

cre = 3 crt -   crr   = 5,123p.s.i. 

Rivets, Lower Flange to Blade 

Select 5/32-inch countersunk rivets, spaced 1. 5 inches apart. 

Shear load due to blade tension load, using Station 7 (stresses computed are 
nearly normal to passage wall) is 

a"t = 826 x 1. 5 x .070 = 87 pounds . 

Shear load due to shear is 

T     = 421 x 1. 5 x .07 = 44 pounds 

Ptot j      =   V872 + 442 = 97 pounds 

M.S.  =    high. 

Hub Spider Rivets 

By inspection, the maximum stress along the hub spider is at Station 7 and is 

Crr = 1,364 r= 695 a"e =  Vl, 3642 + 6952 = 1,520 

Hjlade   =0.07 inch 

The shear load is therefore  1, 520 x .07 = 108 pounds per inch 

Use 5/32-inch explosive rivets.   In single shear, they can withstand 
590 pounds per rivet.   They are in double shear . 

Bearing Failure 

The rivets were originally spaced 1.25 inches apart (eight rivets). It 
was decided to add one rivet.   The spacing thus became 1.1 inches. 

f     =  JL =  108 x ^ 1    = 9,900 p-s.i. 
br     td       .07X.156 
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Tear-out Failure 

The tear-out failure is based on ehe distance AC.   The rivet center 
is assumed to be two diameters from the edge of the blade. 

AC = 2 x . 156 078     cos. 40' 

f
S = 

= .273 inch 
108 x 1.1 
2x .07 x.273 

= 3, 125 p.s.i. 

By inspection, it is seen that the maximum combined blade stress 
along the hub backplate is 1,050 p.s.i. at Station 12.   Therefore, the 
same rivets can be used for the backplate as for the hub (5/32 inch). 

FAN WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 

The weight breakdown of the fan, as it was actually built, is given in 
Table I. 
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TABLE I 
FAN WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 

Component Number 
Weight 

(lb.) 
Total Weight 

(lb.) 

Hub Disc 1 13.00 13.00 

Blades 18 1.025 18.45 

Inner Shroud Fairing 18 .109 1.96 

Shroud-Blade Channel 18 .344 6.19 

Fairing Clip 36 .0375 1.35 

Backplate Channel 18 .406 7.31 

Hub Spider 1 11.75 11.75 

Outer Shroud 1 32.50 32.50 

Backplate 1 40.00 40.00 

Hub Spinner 1 .30 0.30 

Shroud Doubler 18 .120 2. 16 

Bolts,  Rivets 2.00 2.00 

136.97 
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SECTION IV 
LIGHTWEIGHT RD IMPELLER TESTING 

INTRODUCTION 

Joy Manufacturing Company of New Philadelphia received a sub- 
contract from Aerophysics Company to conduct the following tests 
on a lightweight rotating diffuser fan impeller: 

1. Balancing 
2. Brittle Coating Stress Analysis 
3. Strain Gage Stress Analysis 
4. Proof Test 
5. Sound-Excited Vibration Analysis 

Before any of the tests could be conducted,  the impeller was 
mounted on the shaft and statically balanced.    Then the impeller 
was mounted on its bearing pedestals and coupled to the fan test 
lab dynamometer (see Figures 22 and 23).   Next,  a protective 
shed was built around the impeller to protect lab equipment and 
personnel in case of impeller failure.   The testing then proceeded 
in the same order as given above. 

Each of the above procedures will be discussed in this section. 
The stresscoat stress analysis and sound-excited vibration analysis 
techniques are supplemented with Joy reports listed in the Biblio- 
graphy.   The strain gage stress analysis technique using radio tele- 
metry equipment will be the primary topic of this section, since 
obtaining the strain gage test data is the primary objective of the 
subcontract. 

To avoid mix-up in nomenclature of different parts of an RD-type 
impeller, the nomenclature is the same as that given in Figure 1, 
Section I. 

BALANCING 

There are two types of unbalance; thus, there are two types of 
balance:  static and dynamic.   They may be present in a rotor in- 
dividually, but normally an unbalanced rotor includes some of each. 
The balancing procedure for static unbalance is quite simple and 
will be discussed next. 

By definition (Reference 1, page 7), "Static unbalance is that con- 
dition of weight distribution of a rotor where the center of gravity 
does not lie on the rotating centerline of the rotor. " Static unbal- 
ance gets its name from the fact that it can be detected by placing 
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Figure 22.   Impeller Test Setup 
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Figure 23.   Joy 100 Horsepower Dynamometer. 
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the part on level parallel knife edges.    The heavy side of the rotor 
will swing to the bottom.   Corrections can be made and the part is 
considered balanced when it does not rotate on the knife edges when 
placed in any position.   The Aerophysics RD rotor was statically 
balanced by supporting each side of the rotor shaft on a "knife edge" 
device.   The "knife edge" device consisted of two hardened steel 
wheels with bearing on a support.   The rotor then could rotate very 
easily and thus be statistically balanced, as described above. 
Approximately 4 ounces of static weight were required to statically 
balance the rotor. 

It is known (Reference 1, pages 7 and 8) that the center of gravity of 
a part is the point about which all of the weight of a rotor is equally 
distributed.   If we were to slice a rotor into a series of small slices, 
the line through the center of gravity of each slice would be the 
principal inertia axis.    This is the axis about which any rotor will 
try to rotate.   When a rotor is restricted in its bearing, vibrations 
result if the rotating centerline and the principal inertia axis do not 
coincide. 

Thus, by definition, the dynamic unbalance is that condition of weight 
distribution of a rotor which causes the principal inertia axis to in- 
tersect the rotating centerline.    The intersection will occur at the 
center of gravity of the rotor.   Such a condition is created by a heavy 
spot at each end of the rotor on opposite sides of the centerline so 
as to produce two forces acting in opposite directions on opposite 
ends of the rotor.     Dynamic unbalance cannot be detected on knife 
edges as static can, and does not become apparent until the part is 
rotated. 

The equipment used to balance the Aerophysics lightweight RD rotor 
dynamically is shown in Figure 24.   The equipment consists of an 
International Research and Development Company (IRD) Model 314 
Portable Vibration Analyzer, additional vibration pickup (for rear 
bearing), selector switch, scale and balancing weights.   The IRD 
Model 314 Portable Vibration Analyzer consists of amplitude meter, 
variable frequency filter, vibration pickup and stroboscopic light. 
The amplitude meter registers the peak-to-peak displacement of 
vibration.   The variable frequency filter measures individual vibra- 
tions by separating them from other vibrations in the machine.   The 
vibration pickup picks up vibrations in the machine.   The stroboscopic 
light measures the relative phase of vibration.   It is a flashing light 
whose flash rate is determined by the vibration frequency or an internal 
oscillator in the instrument. 

A wheel such as the RD wheel running at more than 1,000 r.p. m. 
is usually balanced in two planes.    One plane is the back shroud and 
the other is the front shroud.    The balancing procedure,  which 
will be described next, is for the single-plane balancing.   The procedure 
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for single-plane balancing is used for two-plane balancing-    First, 
one plane is balanced and then the other.    Normally, some effects 
of balancing one plane affect the balance of the other, and the bal- 
ancing process is then repeated by trial and error until both planes 
are balanced. 

The balancing equipment described (see Figure 2^) is used in the 
following manner to balance a wheel dynamically in a single plane. 

1. The wheel is run up  to balancing speed. 
2. The analyzer filter selector knob is set on OCS and 

the filter oscillation frequency knob is turned until 
the stroboscopic light stops a mark on the wheel from 
rotating (for example,  the tape on the inlet cover 
shown in Figure 24). 

3. The filter selector knob is then turned on IN, and the 
vibration readings are taken from the displacement 
scale of the analyzer for one bearing.   The selector 
switch is then switched to get vibration readings for 
the other bearing. 

4. The vibration displacement (mils-peak-to-peak) is 
then recorded, and a trial weight is attached on the 
diffuser. 

5. The wheel is then again run up to balancing speed, and 
the new vibration displacement and phase angle shaft 
readings are recorded for both bearings. 

6. A vector diagram is then drawn  on a polar coordinate 
paper calculation sheet, and the location and amount 
of the balancing weight are determined. 

7. The new calculated balancing weight is placed at the 
calculated location, and the wheel should theoretically 
be balanced in a single plane.   Usually, however, it 
takes at least three runs with trial weights before the 
wheel is balanced. 

8. Permanent balancing weights are attached, and the 
balance is checked. 

After the wheel was mounted on the dynamometer, it was dynamically 
balanced at 500 r.p. m. and the balance was checked at 700 r.p. m. 
The results are given in Table II.   The wheel was finish balanced at 
1,180 r.p.m. after the completion of stiain gage tests, and the results 
are given in Table II. 

From Figure 25, T. C. Rathbone curves, it is seen that final dynamic 
balance of . 22 and . 44 mils-peak-to-peak is "very smooth". 
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Figure 25.   T. C. Rathbone Balance Criteria Curves. 
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TABLE II 
BALANCE DATA 

Speed                Vibration Amplitude                   Permanent Balance 
(r.p.mJ (Mils-Peak-to-Peak) Weights (Ounces) 

Initial Balance 
Front Erg.      Rear Brg.       Front Shroud     Back Shroud 

500 .30 .40 6.5 7.5 
700 .30 .40 

Final Balance 

6.5 7.5 

500 .48 .78 3.2 8.1 
700 .40 .78 3.2 8.1 
900 .30 .42 3.2 8.1 

1180 .22 .40 3.2 8.1 

STRESSCOAT TESTING 

The brittle coating (Stresscoat) technique consists of little more than 
applying a coating of brittle lacquer to the structural member under 
test, loading the member, and analyzing the resultant cracks for in- 
formation about surface strains.   The coatings fracture at a prede- 
termined value, and cracks occur normal to the principal tension 
strain.   The values at which the coatings fracture are determined by 
calibration.   The stresscoat lacquers are calibrated by coating the 
part and a calibration test bar.   The bar is deflected a fixed amount 
in a cantilever beam test fixture.   By placing the test bar in a strain 
scale, the least amount of strain required to fracture the coating is 
determined.   Thus, the first crack on the coated test part occurs at 
the same value of strain as appears on the calibration bar.   Once the 
correspondence between load and strain is established, the strain 
at any load is determined so long as the entire piece stays within the 
elastic range.   This is based on the premise that all load strains 
vary in direct proportion to the load under the prescribed conditions 
of complete elasticity.   More complete description of brittle coat- 
ing technique under dynamic loading is given in Reference 6. 

The stresscoat equipment, purchased from Magnaflux Corporation, 
is standard.   It consists of a cabinet with built-in air compressor 
spray guns, gas mask, cantilever beam calibration device, and 
assorted stress coatings and undercoatings. 
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A Joy 18-14-3450 Series 1000 fan with flexible ducting was used 
to exhaust the stresscoat fumes to the outside of the test lab.   The 
stresscoat fumes are toxic and explosive. 

The wheel was sprayed over three sectors about 30 degrees wide, 
with three different stresscoat coatings:   1204, 1205 and 1206.    The 
calibration bars were r.iso sprayed with the same coatings at the 
same time, and they were kept with the wheel.   After a drying period 
of about 20 hours,  (.he wheel was run at the following r.p.m. 's:   300, 
500, 700, 900,  1,150, 1, 350 and 1, 450.   After each run, careful 
obsei vation was made of the appearance of new cracks, as well as 
of the propagation of old cracks from one run to the next at a higher 
r.p. m.   The calibration bars were placed in the cantilever beam 
calibration device, and the stresscoat sensitivity was recorded before 
the wheel was run. 

STRAIN GAGE TESTING 

Selection of Strain Gage Locations 

The stresscoat results were not sufficient to locate all the strain 
gu» refore, a meeting was held on December 13, 1965, between 
Aerupu>-   s and Joy personnel to review the results of the stresscoat 
testing and to agree on the location of strain gages.   It was decided 
to apply strain gages primarily where past experience with RD fans 
and the computer program indicated that the maximum stresses should 
be.   A few additional strain gages were located where the few stress- 
coat cracks had been found.    Fifteen strain gages were installed. 
They were distributed as follows:   eight on the front shroud,  two on 
the blades and five on the back shroud.    The strain gage locations are 
shown schematically in Figure 26 and are described in Table HI. 

After the above fifteen strain gages had been run and their data 
analyzed, it was decided by Aerophysics that another six gages should 
be mounted and run.   The location of the gages is shown in Figure 26 
and Table III. 

Since strain gages measure strrJn and not stress, and because of 
Poisson's effects (strains unaccompanied by stresses), two gages 
set 90 degrees apart are required in biaxial stress field.   Therefore, 
a number of gages were mounted in pairs:   one at 90 degrees to the 
uther,  one in hoop (tangential), and one in meridional (radial) direc- 
tion.    For uniaxial field, or where stresses in the direction perpen- 
dicular to gage direction are known, only one gage is required. 

Instrumentation 

There were two sizes of strain gages used:   1/2 in. by 1/2 in. and 
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1/4 in. by 1/4 in.   All gages were Budd metalfilm strain gages that 
were temperature compensated when mounted on an aluminum struc- 
ture and had a resistance of 120 ohms. 

The radio telemetry equipment was set up as shown in Figures 27, 
28 and 29.   The equipment shown operates thus:   A strain gage feeds 
through a balanced bridge and provides the modulation voltage of the 
subcarrier (54 mc).   The subcarrier rides on the main frequency 
of approximately 103 mc.   This, along with a battery for power, is 
mounted in the instrument ring on the rotating impeller shaft 
(Figure 27). 

A receiving antenna picks up this signal and feeds it to an FM re- 
ceiver.   The output of the receiver is monitored by an electronic 
counter to insure the subcarrier operation.   The electronic counter 
is also used to check and adjust the subcarrier frequency.   The signal 
then is fed into a filter and discriminator which changes the signal 
from the strain gage into a DC signal.   A zero voltage or centering 
control is incorporated in this instrument.   A DC impedance matching 
amplifier connects the AC signal to the visicorder oscillograph.   A 
scope in parallel with the recorded input is used to keep a check on 
hash and possible limiting of any previous circuit. 

The signal from the strain gage is amplified and displayed as a wave 
on the oscilloscope and as a vibrating light beam on the oscillograph. 
This signal has no significance until it is calibrated, and the ampli- 
tude of the electronic beam deflection is correlated to the strain to 
which the gage is subjected. 

Outline of Test Procedure 

The test followed this procedure: 

1. Strain gage locations were selected. 
2. Strain gages were instated. 
3. Calibration was checked., 
4. Zero r.p.ra. calibratiDri mark was recorded. 
5. Wheel was run up to 1, ISO r.p.m. and stresses were 

recorded. 
6. Zero r.p.m. calibration mark was recorded. 

Calibration 

The following three calibration techniques were used: 

1. Synthetic Strain 
2. Cantilever Beam 
3. Eccentric Weight 

While any of the above three techniques could be used to calibrate 
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the strain signal, each technique was used for a specific function. 
Thus, the synthetic strain technique was used to calibrate the strain 
signal before the wheel was run.   The cantilever beam technique 
was used to check the synthetic strain calibration and to check 
static operation of the telemetering equipment.   The eccentric 
weight calibration technique was used to check the first two and 
also to check the operation of the telemetering equipment  under 
actual operating conditions.   Each of the calibration techniques will 
be described next. 

The synthet:c strain technique (Reference  8) is the electrical cali- 
bration me* tod shown in Figure 30.   The strain gage resistance in 
one leg of I e Wheatstone bridge is shunted by an open-circuited 
resistor of auch higher resistance.   When this resistor circuit is 
closed, a b idge unbalance can be considered as a synthetic strain 
and,as suc'i, will appear as deflection of electron beam on the 
oscillograph.   The deflection of the beam from the synthetic or 
calibrating strain makes it possible to determine the calibration 
factor relating strain to the displacement of the oscilloscope elec- 
tron beam. 

The size of the calibration resistor Re is selected so that the resis- 
tance change obtained by shunting the gage is equal to that produced 
by a particular strain. 

The resistance Re of the calibration resistor is found from the 
following relation: 

Re 

where 
F€ 

Rg   =   Gage resistance 
F     =   Gage factor 
€     =   Strain (in./in.) 

If the following are known, 
Re = 60,000 ohms 
Rg = 120 ohms 
F     =    2.06, 

the strain can be found thus: 

e =   Rfi. 
FRc 

120 
2.06 x 60,000 
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Figure 30.   Synthetic Strain Calibration Technique. 
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€=   970 9    x   10"6   in./in. 

If the electron deflection is 2. 5 inches or 25 marks on the oscillo- 
graph scale, the strain for each mark is 

€ =   970.9   x   10'6 

25 

=   38.84 per mark 

where 

/JL=   1   x   10"6 in. 

Since the stress   O"   is given by 

cr=   E € , 

then 

(7=   (10.3   x   106)   x   38.84   x   10'6 

=   400 p.s.i./mark 

where 

E    =   Modulus of elasticity (10, 300,000 p.s.i. for aluminum). 

The cantilever beam calibration method is used by Joy Manufacturing 
Company in the following manner:  stresscoat cantilever beam calibra- 
tion device (as seen on the right edge of the table in Figure 28) is used 
to apply a known strain to a strain gage in the Wneatstone bridge and 
to observe the deflection of the oscillograph electron beam.   Thus, ?. 
stresscoat calibrating bar is taken and placed in the. calibrating scale, 
and the desired calibration strain, such as 1,000 fJL    in./in., is 
location marked on the beam.   A small (1/8 in. x 1/8 in.) strain gage 
is then glued on the test bar with its centerline on the mark on the 
test bar.   The calibration test bar is then placed on the calibrating 
device, and the strain gage is wired to the Wheatslone bridge.   Then 
the cantilever beam is deflected a known amount (1,000 jLL in./in.) by 
moving the handle on the calibrating device cam.   The deflection of the 
oscillograph beams (2. 5 inches) is then equal to this known strain.   To 
check the electrical calibration device, the gage is shunted with a high 
resistance calibrating resistor and the oscillograph beam deflection 
(2. 5 inches) is observed.   If the calibrating devices and telemetering 
system operate properly, the beam deflection should be the same. 

Thus, for the calibration used for strain gage testing, a 2. 5-inch de- 
flection is equal to 10,000 p. s.i., or 1 mark is equal to 400 p. s. i. 
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Thus, the deflection of the cantilever beam to produce a strain of 
1,000 fJL in./in. produced the same deflection (2. 5 inches) on the 
oscillograph scale as the 6,000-ohm    calibrating resistance. Since 
the stress can be found from 

C7=   E 6, 

then  C7=    103 x 106 x 1,000 x 10"6 

=    10,300   p.s.i. 

10,300p.s.i.  = 2. 5-in. deflection . 

Therefore, the cantilever beam method checked the synthetic strain 
method. 

The eccentric weight calibration method is similar to the cantilever 
beam method.   A known strain is applied on a strain gage and the 
deflection is observed.   The strain, however, is applied by the cen- 
trifugal force of a weight at the end of a rotating bar.   The device is 
shown in Figure 27, and consists of two weights at the ends of 
rods that have test sections of known area machined for the strain 
gages.   The weight of the bar above the centerline was carefully 
calculated, and the weights were carefully weighed.    Thus, for any 
r.p.m., the centrifugal force of the weight can be calculated, and 
stress can be found from 

where 
F = Centrifugal force (lb.) 
A =   Area of test section (in.  ). 

This method can be used to check the calibration of the otlier two 
methods   and to check operation of the telemetry system under oper- 
ating conditions. 

The calculation procedure for eccentric weight calibration method is 
shown in Table IV. An example of the calculation is shown below. 

The centrifugal force is given by 

F   = -W ü)2r 
g 

where 
W  =   Weight (lb.) 
r    =   Radius to eg of weight (ft.) 
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g    =    Constant of acceleration (32. 2 ft./sec.   ) 

U)  =    Angular velocity (rad./sec.). 

The angular velocity is given by: 

60 

1.0472 N 
10 

where 

N =   Rotating speed (r.p. m.). 

Therefore, for the calibration device shown in Figure 27, 

W = 0.999 lb. 

r   = 14 in. 

=   0.999x14 a,2 
32.2   x 12 

The stress is given by 

_F 
1/16 

where 
2 

A -  Area =  1/16 in.   • 

Therefore,  for 1, 175 r.p.m., 

(j        1.0472 N_ 
10 

=    1.0472 x 1,175 
10 

= 123.05 rad./sec. 

F   = .0361958 x CO2 

= .0361958 x 123.052 

= 547.9 1b. 
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Cr  =    16F 

=    16 x  547.9 

=    8,766 p. s.i. 

The deviation is calculated from 
r,^ ,   j    ... Exp. Stress - Cal. Stress Percept deviation   =   —~  

Cal.  Stress 
8.600-8,766 

8,766 

=   1.89 percent. 

Data Reduction 

Structural analyses are usually presented in terms of stresses.  The 
stresses, however, are derived quantities;   thus, the measured strain 
readings must be converted to computed stresses. 

The uniaxial stresses can be obtained from measured strains by using 
Hooke's law (  CT =    E € ) so long as the proportional limit is not 
exceeded.   Thus,  the uniaxial stresses were obtained directly from 
the strain graphs by using the calibration factor. 

Typical strain gage data as recorded by oscillograph are shown in 
Figure 31.   The middle trace in Figure 31, for gage number 16, 
shows (starting from left to right) the 0-r.p.m. calibration trace; 
a dip of calibration trace due to switching off of the paper feed; full- 
speed 1,184-r.p. m. trace; a dip due to switching off the paper feed; 
and another 0-r.p.m. calibration trace.   The darker lines parallel 
to the trace are 0. 5-inch lines and ihe lighter lines are 0. 1-inch 
lines.    The arrow shows that the strain is in tension,  and the cali- 
bration is 2. 5 inches, when the strain gage is shunted with a 60,000- 
ohm resistor.      The calibration, as calculated in the calibration 
section, is 2. 5 inches = 10, 000 p. s. i.  or 0.1 inch = 400 p. s. i. 

Thus,  if gage 16 represents uniaxial stress, the stress at 1, 184 
r.p.m. is 

Uniaxial Stress  =   (Number 0. 1 in marks) x  p' s,' - 
mark 

=   2.6x400 

=    1,040 p. s.i. 
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The biaxial stresses, however,  cannot be calculated using Hooka's 
law because of Poisson's effect -- strains unaccompanied by stresses 
(Reference 8).   The calculation of stresses from the indicated strains 
is more complex, and at least two perpendicular strain gages are 
necessary to define the stress picture.   In case of two perpendicular 
strain gages, the following equation (Reference 8) can be used to 
calculate the stresses in the direction ol each gage (C« in direction 1 
and cr2  in direction 2): 

0'l    =    M€ j  +   N6 2 

cr2   =    Me2 +    N€ j 

where 

M = 

N  = 

E 

l-l/2 

T.2 

^2 

When a number of perpendicular gages are used, the calculation of 
biaxial stresses is simplified if a computing table is made.   Such a 
table (Tables V and VI), similar to that used by Battelle Memorial 
Institute for steel (Reference 4), was computed for aluminum 
{V=    .33 and E   =   10, 300,000 p. s.i.).   An example of biaxial 
stress calculation for gages 17 (radial) and 18 (tangential) is given 
below.     The photograph of recorded data for gages 17 and 18 
is shown in Figure 31. 

From Figure 31, 

Gage 17 Strain =6.4 marks 
Gage 18 Strain =3.4 marks 

From the calibration procedure section, 

Calibration for 0.1-in. mark on chart 

= 400 p. s.i. 

=   38.8 Lti^. 
in. 

Actual strain of gage 17 in radial direction is 

€.1   =-6.4 x 38.8 

= -248 U4^ • 
'    in. 
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Actual strain of gage 18 in tangential direction is 

tg   =   3.4 x 38.8 

=    132 LL i^ • 
'     in. 

From Tables V and VI (interpolated for the last digit), 

for ^!   =   - 248 

€2   =   132, 

one finds 
Mei   =   -2870 M^   =    1520 

N€     =        510 N ^1   = 940. 
2 

Actual biaxial stress in radial direction is 

=   -2,870 +  510 

=    -2,360 p.s.i. 

Actual biaxial stress in tangential direction is 

cr2= Me2 +  N^i 

=   1,520 -   940 

=    580 p.s.i. 

The actual running speeds were 1,194 r.p.m. for gage 17 and 1,198 
r.p.m. for gage 18.   The above stresses were not corrected for 
exact speed of 1,180because the difference is less than 3 percent 
and the strain traces cannot be read that accurately. 

PROOF TESTING 

After completion of the strain gage testing,  the wheel was cleaned up 
and dynamically balanced.   It was found, after cleaning the wheel, that 
full-speed 1,180-r. p. m.dynamic balancing was required since double 
amplitude of vibration was approximately 3 mils at 1,180 r.p. m.    After 
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permanent weights were added, the wheel was run up and held at 
1,468 r.p. m. for 3. 5 minutes; it was then run up to 1, 468 r.p. m. 
and a strain gage reading of gage 17 was taken.   The uniaxial stress 
for this reading is given on the bottom of Table VII.   After proof 
testing, the wheel was visually inspected and no damage was found. 

SOUND-EXCITED VIBRATION TESTING 

The equipment used in sound-excited vibration analysis is shown in 
Figure 32 and in a schematic drawing. Figure 33.   The equipment 
shown in the above figures works as follows:   A ra.idom noise gen- 
erator (loudspeaker) beams a "Pink Noise" on the structure.    The 
"Pink Noise" is a random noise with frequencies within a range of 
35 to 10,000 cycles per second with equal sound power level per 
octave.   This random frequency noise excitation causes the struc- 
ture to vibrate in all of its possible modes of vibration.   The vibra- 
tion sensing element, shown attached to the diffuser in Figure 32, is 
an accelerometer, Endevco Series 2000, Model A 2213.   The accel- 
erometer transduces these vibrations into an electrical signal of 
complex wave form, which is amplified and analyzed on a wave ana- 
lyzer and recorded on a graphic chart.   The chart is nondimensional 
as to amplitude, and the inspection of this graphic chart indicates 
predominant peak frequencies.   For more details about sound-excited 
vibration testing, see Reference 7. 

Using the above equipment, graphic vibration recordings were made 
of differenc parts of the wheel.   The recordings were taken with the 
accelerometer on different parts of the impeller blade inducer, the 
top of the blade, the inlet cylinder and the front and back diffusers. 
An attempt was also made to locate the nodal pattern of the front 
diffuser excited with an exciting frequency of 70 cycles per second. 
This was done in the following manner:  A yardstick with the end taped 
with electrical tape was moved around the periphery of the diffuser, 
and the vibration trace was observed on the oscilloscope.   Points 
at which the stick did not affect the oscilloscope trace were marked 
as nodes.    These nodes are marked N with drafting tape and are 
shown in Figure 34. 

Each of the parts of the impeller has its own resonant frequency. 
The frequencies of these parts are then forced on the other structural 
parts, which also have their own frequencies.   Thus, a complicated 
structure, such as an RD-type impeller, has a large number of peak 
frequencies which are difficult to analyze.   If the exciting frequencies 
to which the structure will be subjected are known, such as operating 
frequency and blade passing frequency, then each part of the struc- 
ture can be excited with a random noise generator at these discrete 
frequencies.   The part which has resonant frequency at the discrete 
frequencies used can thus be found,  and its damping can be changed 
to alter its resonant frequency. 
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RESULTS 

The results for each type of test will be given next. 

Balancing 

Before the impeller was mounted on the shaft, it was statically 
balanred;   4 ounces of static weight were required.   After the 
wheel was mounted on the dynamometer, it was dynamically bal- 
anced at 500 r.p.m. and checked at 700 r.p. m.   The results are 
given in Table II.   The impeller was finish balanced at 1,180 r.p. m. 
after completion of strain gage tests,   and results are given in 
Table n. 

Stresscoat Testing 

From the calibration bars, the stresscoat sensitivity was found to 
be 9,000, 6, 500 and 7,000 pounds per square inch for coatings 1204, 
1205 and 1206, respectively.   Sensitivity is defined as the minimum 
stress required to produce first crack in the coating.   The impeller 
was run at seven speeds (300, 500, 700, 900,  1, 150, 1, 350 and 1, 450 
r.p.m.), and the impeller was checked for cracks after each run. 
Cracks were found at 500- and 700-r.p.m. runs on the edge of the 
inlet cylinder, the top screw of one blade and a balancing weight. 
These cracks did not propagate at higher speeds.   No crack patterns 
were obtained on any of the three coatings at the proof speed of 1, 450 
r.p.m.   The coatings were dy-checked after the 1,450-r.p.m. run 
to find closed-up cracks, but none were found. 

Strain Gage Testing 

The strain gage test results are given in Table VU^and strain gage 
locations are given in Figure 26.   The eccentric weight technique cali- 
bration run results are given in Table IV.   The air load results for 
gages 17 and 18 at 728 r.p.m. are given on the bottom of Table VI. 
The uniaxial stress for gage 17 at 1, 486 r.p. ra. is also given on the 
bottom of Table VI. 

From Table VI, it is seen that the highest stress at 1,180 r.p.m. is 
the radial stress at the base of the back diffuser -- gage 19, 3, 690 
p.s. i.   The highest tangential stress is near the rim of the front 
diffuser -- gage 21, 2,800 p.s.i.   To calculate biaxial stress of gage 
6, the tangential stress of gage 8 was used. 

The calibration using the synthetic strain technique was 2. 5 inches = 
10,000 p. s. i.   It was checked using cantilever beam method, which 
gave calibration of 2. 5 inches = 10, 300 p.s. i.    The calibration using 
the eccentric weight technique deviated from actual stress from -2.45 
to + 7. 45 percent. 
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TABLE VII 
IMPELLER STRESS LEVEL DATA 

(POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH 
AT 1,180 R. P. M.) 

Gage No. 
Radial 

(Meridional) 
Tangential 

(Hoop) Notes 

1 0 _ _ 

2 - 810 - 

3 G40 - - 

4 - 1340 - 

5 - 1400 Uniaxial 

6 2980 - - 

7 2760 - - 

8 - 2310 - 

9 480 - Uniaxial 

10 - 0 (Axial) Uniaxial 

11 - 1000 Uniaxial 

12 1380 - - 

13 - 1720 - 

14 2080 - - 

15 - 2040 - 

16 - 1040 Uniaxial 

17 -2360 - - 

18 - 580 - 

19 3690 - - 

20 - 2210 - 

21 - 2280 Uniaxial 

17R -4200 - Uniaxial @ 1486 r.p. m. 

17R 870 - 728 r.p.m. 

18T - 270 728 r.p.m. 

17R 910 + 310 - Air Load      728 r.p. m. 

18T ~ 250 + 110 Air Load      728 r.p. m. 
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Proof Testing 

The impeller was run at a proof speed of 125 percent above operating 
speed for 3. 5 minutes. Visual inspection of the impeller revealed no 
damage, 

Sound-Excited Vibration Testing 

The results of the vibration testing are given in graphic recordings 
which are not included in this report.    There are two recordings for 
each diffuser,  three for each blade inducer, one for the top of the 
blade and one for the inlet cylinder.    The locations of the accelero- 
meter for the above recordings are marked on each recording.   The 
frequencies of the peaks of the graphic recordings are given in Tables 
Vni and IX.   Tables VIII and IX are arranged to show the peak fre- 
quencies of graphic recordings as multiples of 32 and 36 cycles per 
second, respectively. 

The nodal pattern of the front diffuser at 70-cycles-per-second 
excitation is shown in Figure 34.   The nodes are marked N with 
drafting tape. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The results will be analyzed following the same order as the results 
reported above. 

Balancing 

The good static balance (only 4 ounces required) s idicates that the 
impeller is accurately made and that its center of gravity is close to 
the centerline of the impeller. 

The final dynamic balance (see Table n) indicates that the impeller 
on its test setup is well balanced at 1, 180 r.p.m.   If the T. C. Rath- 
bone curves,  Figure 25, are used as criteria, then the final balance 
is "very smooth". 

Stresscoa; Testing 

The cracks that appeared during the 500- and 700-r.p.m. runs can 
be attributed to stress concentrations, which were relieved by centrif- 
ugal load.   These cracks failed to propagate at higher speeds and were 
not found in the same locations on symmetrical portions of the impel- 
ler.    Cracks on the inlet cylinder edge were probably caused by 
putting on the inlet cover after the impeller was stresscoated.   The 
run at 1, 450 r.p.m. (the design proof speed of the impeller) showed 
that the stresses in stresscoated areas, with the exception of stress 
concentration areas, were below6, 500 p. s.i.    The only gwd stress 
concentration area was near the top screw of one of the blades which 
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stress-relieved itself after the 700-r.p.m. run.    The main purpose 
of the stresscoat testing was to find stress concentration areas in 
which to locate strain gages.   The stresscoat results at 1,450 r.p.m., 
however, were not sufficient to locate the strain gages properly. 

Strain Gage Testing 

The straii. ^age tests gave the stress levels (Table VII) of different 
impeller locations (Figure 25) where the stress levels were highest. 

The results indicate that the highest stress levels in the wheel are 
at the diffuser base.   The back diffuser had higher stress levels, 
3, 690 p. s. i. radial and 2, 210 p. s. i. tangential, than the front dif- 
fuser,  2,980p.s.i. radial and 2, 310 p. s. i.  tangential.   Since, from 
experience, the industrial RD impellers have highest stress levels 
at the front diffuser base,  the lightweight RD wheel should also have 
highest stress levels at the front diffuser base.   The difference in 
stress levels is probably due to a failure to locate the strain gages 
at the exact point of maximum curvature of the front diffuser base. 
The tangential stress of 2,800 p.s.i. near the diffuser rim is much 
higher than expected and is probably due to the formed cylindrical 
flange on the top of the diffuser.   The stress levels of the impeller 
are well below the yield strength of 40, 000 p. s. i. and the fatigue 
strength of 14,000 p.s.i.  of the 6061 T-6 aluminum alloy from which 
most of the wheel was fabricated (Reference 3).   The material prop- 
erty of primary interest in rotating structures is the fatigue strength 
of the material, since some parts of the wheel are subjected to stress 
reversals.   Since the stress levels at all tested locations are well 
below the fatigue limit of the material, the impeller is adequate from 
a stress standpoint. 

The expected accuracy of the above strain gage results should be 
within + 7 percent, since the maximum deviation using eccentric 
weight calibration technique was -2.45 to + 7o 45 percent.   The 
higher stress level values should be more accurate, as can be seen 
from the calibration data in Table IV. 

Proof Testing 

Since there were no structural failures during proof testing of the 
impeller for 3. 5 minutes at 1, 468 r.p. m., or at 125 percent over- 
speed,  the impeller is adequate for operation at 1,180 r.p.m. 

Sound-Excited Viuration Testing 

From Tabio VIII and the graphic plots, it is seen that the peak fre- 
ouencies common to most parts of the impeller are 128 and 320 cycles 
per second.   Therefore,  the impeller should not be subjected to con- 
tinuous excitation at the above frequencies.   The front diffuser is 
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probably the most sensitive part of the impeller, as far as vibration 
is concerned, and an attempt should be made not to excite the diffuser 
with any of the peak frequencies on the front diffuser graphic plot. 
If the number of front diffuser peak frequencies of the lightweight RD 
impeller is compared with the industrial RD impeller with thicker 
structural parts,  such as the Steel RD 56-50, it is seen that the 
lightweight impeller has a larger number of peak frequencies in the 
low frequency range (30 to 250 cycles per second).   Typical peak 
frequency comparison would be 160, 290,  and 780 cycles per second 
for the RD 56-50 impeller and 32, 68, 96.   125,  ?10    30^   -^H ^0 
cycles per second for the lightweight RD impeller.   Thus, it appears 
that reduction in section modulus of the wheel structural parts in- 
creases peak resonant frequencies, and thus vibration problems. 

From Table VTII, it can be seen that most of the peak frequencies are 
multiples of either 32 or 36 cycles per second.   A good explanation for 
this occurrence is not apparent. 

From the analyses of the above tests, it can be concluded that the 
wheel tested is adequate for operation at its design speed of 1,180 
r.p.m., provided it is not subjected to exciting frequencies which 
coincide with resonant frequencies of its parts. Particular care 
should be taken not to excite diffusers and blade inducers at their 
resonant frequencies. 

A standard practice for industrial RD impellers is to vibration test 
them to obtain graphic plots and then to stiffen them if any of the pre- 
dominant peak frequencies fall close to operating and blade passing 
frequencies. 
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SECTION V 

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED STRESS 

LEVELS 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

Calculated stresses obtained from the computer analysis discussed in 
Section I of this report for  fan RD 51-. 50-1.3-75°, shown in Figures 6, 7, 
and 8, are tabulated in Appendix V for Run 44 and Appendix VI for 
Run 41.   As discussed in Section III,  Run 44 better represents the fan 
configuration which was built and tested than Run 41.   In this section, 
the results of Run 44 (Appendix V) will be used, except as noted.    The 
reader is also reminded that the ray or station locations for Run 44 
are shown on Figure 8, page 33.   Figure 8 is a scaled reduction of the 
corresponding full-scale drawing and the scale factor is 1 : 3. 195. 
The ray locations for Run 41 can be laid out from the values of the angle 
0 given in Appendix VI. 

Measured stresses, obtained by means of dynamic strain gage readings 
on the same RD 51-. 50-1. 3-75° fan,  are discussed in Section IV.   The 
location of the 21 strain gages is shown both in Table II and in Figure 26. 
It is better not to scale Figure 26, but to use the dimensions shown in 
Table II to locate the strain gages.   The measured stresses for the 21 
strain gages are tabulated in Table VI. 

Consideration was given to a graphical presentation of the results, 
plotting radial and tangential stresses against radius for both hub and 
shroud, as well as plotting tensile and shear stresses against radius 
for the blades.   This can be done very simply, since these stresses 
are tabulated against the radius in Appendixes V and VI.   It was felt, 
however, that a discussion based on tabulated data would be clearer. 
These data are presented in Table X.   Results from the 21 strain 
gage readings will be discussed successively, in three categories: 
first, those for which perfect agreement between theory and experi- 
ment was found; second, those for which a disagreement was found 
but an obvious explanation can be offered;   third,   those for which 
there is poor agreement, which may reflect on the validity of the 
analysis. 
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TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND 

MEASURED STRESS LEVELS (RAW DATA) 

Gage Number Measured Value, pounds   Calculated Value, pounds 
(Figure 26 and Table III)        (Table VH, p.  88) (Appendix V) 

Run 44       Run 41 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

c 0 

810 818 

640 (radial component is 
218) 

96 

1340 1624 

1400 1818 

2980 

2760 1392 3889 

2310 1490 1509 

480 1024 

0 255 

1000 2771 

1380 1400 

1720 1700 

2080 2135 

2040 1400 

1040 818 

-2360 - 1392 3889 

580 Not available 

3690 2135 2343 

2210 1452 1491 

2280 1200 1200 
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COMPARISON OF DATA (TABLE   X) 

Perfect Agreement 

Gage 1:   The theory assumes no axial stress.   This is the cylindrical 
part of the shroud, where one would expect this hypothesis to be well 
verified.   Indeed,  one finds that the stress reading is zero. 

Gage 2:   The tangential (hoop) stress is calculated to be 818 p. s. i. 
(Station 3 for the shroud) and is measured to be 810 p. s. i.,  showing 
excellent agreement. 

Gage 16:   The theory on which the computer program is based (the 
original Stodola method) predicts a sharp increase in hoop stress at 
the shroud inlet as one moves from the outside to the inside of the 
shroud (see in Appendix V that the tangential stress at Station 3 of the 
shroud, which corresponds to a radius of 13. 591 inches,  is 818 p. s. i., 
while the tangential stress at Station 2, which corresponds to a radius 
of 13. 590 inches, is 3,050 p. s. i.). It is well shown that this stress 
rise is due to an idiosyncrasy of the analysis, but aoes not really take 
place.   In order to verify this, gage 16 was placed at the same station 
as gage 2,  inside rather than outside the shroud.   A reading of 1,040 
p.s.i. confirms that the stress rise of the program does not take place 
in reality. 

Gages 12 and 13:   Gages 12 and 13 are the most significant gages for 
the whole stress correlation program, since they correspond to a 
condition in which tl i  meridional stress is radial, the axial stress 
is zero as postulated in the analysis and f.he hub cross section is 
uniform.   As shown in Table X,   the measured radial stress (gage 12) 
is 1, 380 p. s. i., and the calculated one is 1, 400 p. s. i. ; the measured 
hoop stress is 1, 700 p.s.i., and the calculated one is 1, 000 p.s.i. 

In view of the fact that hub and shroud stresses are interdependent in 
the analysis of Section I, one is led to conclude from the agreement 
between calculated and measured stresses both on the hub and the 
shroud at more thai one station that the analytical method is essen- 
tially quantitatively correct.   Such agreement as shown above cannot 
be coincidental. 

Qualified Agreement 

Gages 3, 4 and 5:   Gages 3, 4 and 5 were placed on the outside of the 
shroud, in regions where the shroud meridional curvature (making it 
a conical rather than a cylindrical surface) is quite pronounced.   Gage 
3 is a meridional gage. Therefore,  it has both an axial and a radial 
component.   It is not possible physically to measure the radial com- 
ponent alone; actually, that component is quite small, being calculated 
in Appendix V to be 96 p.s.i.    To satisfy the assumptions of the analysis 
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of no axial stress, the measured meridional stress should be zero. 
It is seen in Table X that its value is 640 p. s. i.   Therefore, the 
Deutsch analysis does got strictly hold 1" regions of large shroud cur- 
vature change.   This is a relatively secondary effect, as can be seen 
from the fact that the measured hoop stresses for gages 4 and 5 (1, 340 
p. s. i. and 1, 400 p. s. i.) do not differ by more than 20 to 25 percent 
from the calculated ones (1, 624 p. s. i. and 1, 818 p. s. i., respectively). 
However, an shown later,  these three-dimensional effects can be 
accounted for in an extension of the Deutsch theory. 

Gage 11:  What appears to be a large discrepancy (1,000 p. s. i. 
measured hoop stress against 2, 771 p. s. i. calculated stress) can be 
explained very simply.   First, the reason that a gage had been placed 
there was the existence of local stress concentrations shown at low 
r.p.m. with the stresscoat paint (as explained in Section IV, these 
stress concentrations relieved themselves at design r.p.m.).   This is 
a very unlikely location for a strain guge, since the strain gage was 
mounted on the machined hub disc,  not on the backplate, to which there 
was no access after the fan had been assembled.   V/hat happened ob- 
viously was that the centrifugal load chose to trave1 through the back- 
plate rather than through the hub disc.   Thus, the stress distribution 
through a hub cross section at the gage-11 location must have been 
very nonuniform.   This could be verified by glueing a strain gage on 
the inside of the backplate.   This was not done, since it would have 
necessitated a complete disassembly of the fan in the shop. 

Disagreement 

Gages 9 and 10:   After the test program was under way, it was 
realized belatedly that it was a mistake to install the strain gages 
after fan assembly.   It would have been much easier to install them 
on the fan components, for example the blades, before the assembly. 
In particular, it turned out to be practically impossible to instrument 
the upper part of the hub and the blades.   A total of only two strain 
gages was put on the blades, as shown on Figure 26, and even those 
were hard to install.   The results of Table X show a discrepancy 
between measured value (480 p. s. i.) and calculated value (1,024 p. s. i.) 
of tensile stress of the order of a factor of two.   As to shear stresses, 
they are 0 and 255 p. s. i., respectively.   This means that the blades 
carry less load than calculated.   This is certainly conservative, but 
no explanation for it will be advanced, as it is futile to try to speculate 
from such a small number of measurements. 

Gages 6, 7, 8,  14, 15, 17,  18,  19 and 20:   Except for the general 
validation of the Deutsch analysis, the most important results of the 
experimental stress determination were concerned with a determination 
of the stresses at the base of the diffuser (Station 13);  at that particu- 
lar point the Deutsch analysis, as applied in Run 44, was found to be 
faulty.   Therefore, this deserves to be discussed at some length. 

It was recognized in Section I (page 7) that the basic Deutsch centrifugal 
analysis did not account for the bending stress imposed upon both shroud 
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and hub discs because of the conical shape of the diffuser {ß  = 4. 24 
degrees for the present fan)    It was proposed to represent this effect 
by considering the diffuser section y.l the wheel as a circular plate 
vit'i a hole of uniform radial and axial thickness having its inner edge 
fixed and having a uniformly distributed ioad applied.   The correspond- 
ing radial bending stress, to be added to the radial bending stress found 
in the normal Deutsch analysis, is given on page 7,   It is assumed that 
the additional tangential stress due to this effect is zero. 

During the first series of stress runs, in December 1965, gages 6, 7, 
3, 14 and 15 were installed.   All were nominally at Station 13.   The 
first results were inconsistent;   this w?.s attributed to errors on the 
strain gage locations and errors in readings.    Finally, the radial 
stress for gage 6 was found to be 2,980 p. s. i. and that for gage 7, 
2, 760 p. s. i.   Gage 6 was near a blade; gage 7 was halfway between 
blades.   It made sense that the stress near the blade should be larger 
than the other, because of blade restraint.   Now, the results of the 
readings of gages 7 (radial stress) and 8 (hoop stress) did not agree 
well with the calculated results of Run 44:   2, 760 p. s. i. against 1, 392 
p.s.i. (radial); 2,310p.s.i. against 1, 490 p. s. i. (hoop).   What was 
still more surprising was that the results of Run 41 were far different 
from those of Run 44 for radial stresses:   3, 889 p. s. i. against 1, 390 
p.s. i.   The measured radial stress was just halfway between the cal- 
culated stresses for Runs 41 and 44.   This definitely must be considered 
coincidental.   Hoop stresses for Runs 41 and 44 were the same:   1, 509 
p.s.i. against 1,490 p.s.i.   Thus, for shroud stresses at Station 13, 
the base of the diffuser, two facts were apparent:  first, the calculated 
additional radial stress was much too low (according to run 44) or much 
too high (according to run 41);   second, there was a definite additional 
tangential stress due to conicity which was not accounted for in the 
theory. 

Gages 14 and 15 gave the corresponding values for radial and hoop 
stresses at Station 13 for the hub.   The measured value for radial 
stress was 2,080 p.s. i., against 2, 135 p. s.i. calculated;  for hoop 
stress, it was 2,040 p. s. i. against 1, 400 p.s. i.   From this, one can 
draw three conclusions.   First, there is reasonable agreement between 
theory and experiment for radial stress;   however, this turned out to 
be coincidental, since gages 14 and 15 had mistakenly been placed 
between Stations 13 and 14, rather than exactly at Station 13.   Second, 
calculated hoop stresses are too low, as in the case of the snroud. 
Third, hub stresses at Station 13 are lower than shroud stresses, this 
being explained by the fact that the inner shroud disc exerts more 
restraint on the diffuser section than the inner hub disc.   Unfortunately, 
this was disproved by further testing. 

After these results were obtained, it was decided to use the remain- 
ing strain gages around Station 13 in an attempt to clarify the situation 
d3scribed above.   Additional gages 17, 18,  19 and 20 were therefore 
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installed. Gages 17 and 18 were installed on the inside of the shroud, 
and it was confirmed that the tensile radial stress changed into a com- 
pression stress. Gages 19 and 20 were installed on the outside of the 
hub, exactly at Station 13. A radial stress of 3, 690 p. s. i. and a hoop 
stress of 2, 210 p. s. i. were found, thus confirming that the analysis 
definitely underestimated both radial and hoop stresses at the diffuser 
base. 

Etablissements Neu, of Lille, Franch, has over the years established 
empirical formulas to calculate the additional stresses at the base of 
the diffuser due to diffuser conicity.   These formulas were applied in 
the above case, but failed to provide satisfactory agreement (they also 
underestimated the magnitude of the additional stress).   At least, these 
formulas recognize qualitatively the need for an additional hoop stress, 
as well as a radial one. 

As tiie matter stood in January 1966, additional tests would have been 
required.   They were not possible because of a lack of time and a 
shortage of strain gages.   If a fan configuration similar to that tested 
in the present program is used, the stress levels of Table X can be 
used with great confidence.   Pending a better analytical determination 
of the stresses at the base of the diffuser, each new fan of different 
design should be tested and strain gages should be monitored at the 
base of the diffuser, the stresses elsewhere being safely determined 
on the basis of the Deutsch theory. 

Gage 21:   The last gage was placed, in the tangential direction, as 
far out on the shroud diffuser as possible (where the radial stress is 
zero).   As can be seen in Table X,  the measured stress is 2, 280 p. s. i. 
and the calculated one is 1, 200 p.s. i.   The reason for this discrepancy 
was understood, as a result of the investigations reported above.   The 
difference is about 1,000 p. s. i., which is the magnitude of the hoop 
stress increment due 'o diffuser conicity;   this hoop stress increment, 
in the present case, is approximately constant between Stations 13 and 
15 (while the additional radial stress is expected to decrease linearly 
from its maximum value at Station 13 to zero at Station 15). 

EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS 

The analyses of this report, including the theoretical stress analysis, 
the design analysis, and the experimental stress determination, are of 
a pioneering nature, and the results are felt to be both encouraging 
and rewarding.   The program had a double objective.   First, the com- 
puter program was used as an analytical tool, a design guide, for 
"proportioning" a minimum-weight structure, as was explained in 
Section HI.   O~cond, it was meant to provide a quantitative assessment 
of the stress levels within the fan.   The first objective was fullv 
achieved.   As was shown in the previous paragraph, the second ob- 
jective was accomplished in general, except at the base of the diffuser. 

Quantitative agreement was not perfect, and this was due to many 
factors which are worth recalling briefly.     First, there were some 
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incertitudes about stress readings and the exact location of the strain 
gages (as pointed out in Section IV).   Though the repeatability and reli- 
ability of these dynamic readings is remarkable, still better results could 
have been obtained with more time and more strain gages (about 40 
more strain gages would have made possible a thorough job).   Also, 
strain gages should be installed at the time of the fan assembly,  not 
when the fan is mounted on the dynamometer; the strain gages should be 
electrically connected to a collector ring, and the wires should be 
imbedded within the structure. 

Second, the Deutsch analysis can be improved in two respects.   On the 
one hand,  the additional stresses due to diffuser conicity nust be rep- 
resented better than they are now.   On the other hand,  in the regions 
where shroud curvature (of a meridional section) is appreciable,  the 
assumption that the axial stress is zero does not hold well and can be 
removed as follows:   consider station n-1.  n and n + 1 and the corre- 
sponding mass elements.   Consider the equilibrium of element n to which 
are applied the radial stresses of the neighboring elements,   0"„ and 

ri - 1 
<J , respectively.   Since in general CT is different from 

ri + 1 ri - 1 
r^+ ^t   there results a net torque on element n , which can be represented 

as an annular disc. Known formulas allow one to calculate the axial stress 
rn    needed to be applied on element n to balance this torque. One can a 
thus find for each element an axial stress O"   , which can be superimposed 
to the other stresses of the Deutsch analysis.a This can easily be incor- 
porated in the computer analysis. 

In conclusion,  the present results are quite encouraging, and there are 
no obstacles, with modest amounts of theoretical and experimental work , 
to a complete understanding of the stresses of RD fans. 
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SECTION VT 

WEIGHT OF LIGHTWEIGHT RD IMPELLERS 

GEM DESIGN STUDIES 

The contract specified that at the end of the program two design studies 
would be made, with a view toward a determination of the weight per 
horsepower of RD fans installed as lift fans for air cushion vehicles. 
The configurations which were chosen for this exercise were a modified 
Navy/Bell Aerosystems SK-5 air cushion vehicle and a Navy landing 
craft air cushion vehicle.   The main ground rules of the design studies 
will first be described.   Fan weight estimates will be discussed in the 
next paragraph. 

Modified Bell SK-5 ACV With RD Fan 

The purpose of the exercise was to see if the Bell SK-5 vehicle could 
be retrofitted, with minimum changes, with an RD fan and what the 
advantages of the RD fan over the existing radial fan would be.   The 
design criterion furnished to Aerophysics by Bell Aerosystems came 
from Table 1 of Section 04.09 of Saunders-Roe Division of Westland Air- 
craft Ltd. Report No. Structure N5/53 for the static hover condition. 
That condition called for 703 horsepower for the radial lift fan at 950 
r.p.m. and 150 horsepower for the propeller fan at 1,998 r.p.m.   Bell 
also gave Aerophysics a pressure-capacity curve for the radial fan at 
900 r.p.m.   The pressure-capacity curve at 950 r.p.m. was thus easily 
obtained, and an RD fan was designed to match the above condition. 
This resulted in the selection of fan RD 79-. 84-1. 3-75°.   This fan is 
slightly more bulky than the rrdial fan, 103 inches overall diameter 
against 83 inches, but it turns slower, 780 r.p.m. against 950 r.p.m. 
A drawing of the fan installed in the Bell SK-5 vehicle is shown in Figure 
35.   The RD fan can be installed with only very minor changes to the 
structure of the vehicle and a partial relocation of one of the fuel tanks. 

Initially, some thought had been given to the redesign of the SK-5 
entire duct system to optimize it in conjunction with the use of the RD 
fan.   This was abandoned as being unpractical, since it would have 
involved drastic changes to the SK-5 vehicle. 

It is interesting to note that there are great resemblances between the 
RD fan of the 84 series chosen here and the radial fan, but there are 
differences in size and r.p.m. as noted above.   The efficiencies are 
nearly the same (the radial fan being slightly more   efficient, with an 
efficiency of 84 percent at design point).   As will be seen in the next 
paragraph, the weights are nearly the same.   One worthwhile differ- 
ence is that the RD fan is shown equipped with adjustable inlet vanes 
which permit a modulation of the flow which is not possible with the 
radial fan.   To use the reduced apace available, 24 vanes are shown. 
Their total weight is estimated to be around 75 pounds. 
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As the SK-5 ACV starts operating in an overloaded condition, the RD 
fan shows increased advantages over the radial fan.   The radial fan 
operates best a«, cushion pressures under 50 p.s.f.   The RD fan shows 
to advantage at cushion pressures above 50 p.s.f. 

Landing Craft ACV With RD Fan 

Starting from the thought that the FID fan would show well for ACV's 
with high cushion pressures (70 to 100 p.s.f.), design studies were 
made of a family of landing craft air cushion vehicles.    High cushion 
pressures are required because of the need for efficient stowage aboard 
LSD's (Landing Ship Dock).   Vehicles of several sizes were studied.    A 
typical configuration is shown in Figure 36.    This particular vehicle 
was sized so as to have approximately the same lift-propulsion system 
as the SK-5 vehicle.   In other terms, what was investigaged here was a 
Skimmor 5 with the same gas turbine-lift fan-propeller configuration, 
a reduced planform area (and a corresponding increased cushion pres- 
sure), and a full plenum chamber configuration. 

It turns out that this configuration is very attractive in general, but 
not in the size shown in Figure 36.   The cushion area is 285 square 
feet;   assuming a cushion pressure of 100 p.s.f., this mean? a lifting 
capability of 28, 500 pounds and hence,  a payload of the order   f 15,000 
pounds.   With rgo well of 7-x-14-ft.  size, there is no space to 
accommodate i     payload.   The design of Figure 36 should therefore 
be looked upon as a concept,  not a practical vehicle.    This particular 
design would become practipal ugain by reducing the cushion pressure 
and the power plant size to match a 14, OOO-pound gross weight. 

A few words may be said about the fan installation of the vehicle of 
Figure 36, which is matched to a plenum chamber configuration.    The 
plenum chamber is contained by a fully peripheral flexible skirt.    The 
plenum pressure bubble is fed through two transverse horizontal air 
delivery ducts located in the stern section where the RD fan is.    A system 
of circumferential cut-off vanes around the RD fan, not shown,  directs 
the r'    to the right and left through these ducts and into the plenum. 
Inlet air is drawn into the inverted RD fan through a large bulkheaa, 
with an opening facing the cargo hold area,  thus minimizing Ingestion 
of water spray.   The skirted plenum chamber flexible walls extend high 
up the side of the craft to the level of the fan discharge area.   The hard 
structural body of the craft is well down within the plenum chamber, 
yet not so low as to be near the depressed water surface under the pres- 
sure bubble.    The nominal gap between the skirt and the water is 
assumed to be 1 inch.   This prescribes the use of an RD fan of the 70 
series (such as the one shown on Figure 9, page 35). 
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Fuel tank now located ahead of 
fan and in plenum chamber. Must 
be relocated up into accessory 
compartment and/or down into 
center buoyancy tank area. 

(V^^l? 

Figure 35.   Design Study of Bell SK-5 Air Cushion Vehicle With RD Fan. 
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Rotating Diffuser 
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Figure 35.   Design Study of Bell SK-5 Air Cushion Vehicle With RD Fan. 
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Figure 36.   Design Study of Landing Craft Air Cushi )i 
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CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING WEIGHT OF RD IMPELLERS 

The first conclusions to be drawn about the weight of RD impellers 
must logically concern the fan which was built under the contract: 
fan RD 51-. 50-1. 3-75°.   A weight per horsepower depends critically 
upon which reference horsepower is being used.    For the structural 
analysis of the fan as well as for the tests,  the design r.p.m. was 
arbitrarily chosen as 1, 180 r.p.m.   Under these conditions, the 
strain gage results shown in Table X indicate that the maximum 
stress within the fan was a radial stress of 3, 690 p. s. i. (gage 19), 
On the other hand,  the maximum tensile yield stress for 6061-T4 
aluminum sheet is 16,000 p.s.i. (seepage   50 ).    Even after assum- 
ing the ultimate stress to be 1. 5 times the limit stress and designing 
conservatively for 125-percent overspeed, the margin of safety is 
nearly 1. This means that, at 1,180 r.p.m., the fan is designed over- 
conservatively. Actually, the margin of safety is still positive at 
a design r.p.m. of 1,600. The radial stress of 3,690 p.s.i. now 
becomes 6.825 p. s.i., which is obviously conservative in comparison 
with a 16,000 p. s. i. allowable. 

The design horsepower at 1, 180 r.p.m. is 110 horsepower (Figure 4). 
Thus, at 1,600 r.p.m., it is 110 x 1.363  =   277 horsepower.   The 
fan weight was found to be 137 pounds (Table I, page 55).   The corre- 
sponding weight-to-horsepower ratio is therefore 0. 5 pound per horse- 
power.   This figure holds only if the fan is operated at a design speed 
of 1,600 r.p.m.; i.e., at a design fan pressure of 37-inch HnO. 

Such a fan pressure is higher than needed for most of today's air 
cushion vehicles.    It is therefore of interest to calculate the weight 
per horsepower for RD fans operating at lower heads. 

The calculations made for the RD 51-. 50-1. 3-75° fan were therefore 
repeated for the RD 51-. 70-1. 3-75° fan.    This is a fan of the same 
overall diameter as the one which was built, but with a larger inlet 
area.   It will be recalled that, originally, it had been a toss-up to 
choose which one of the two fans to build.    The aerodynamic charac- 
teristics of fan RD 51-. 70-1. 3-75° are shown in Figure 5.   The fan 
was laid out and stress analyzed (the input layout is shown in Figure 9), 
and the components were weighed.   It was found that the weight per 
horsepower was again in the neighborhood of 0. 5 pound per horsepower, 
but this time at a design r.p.m. of 1,400. 

It is concluded that with the methods of fabrication described in this 
report, aluminum construction and hand fitting, an RD impeller can 
be built in the sizes corresponding to pressure rises between 15- and 
30-inch HoO and horsepower ratings between 100 and 1,000 for a 
weight of 6. 5 pound per horsepower. 

For example, the fan installed on the redesigned SK-5 of Figure 35 would 
weight 350 pounds (700 horsepower installed power).    This is within 10 
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percent the same weight as that of the persent radial fan.   The RD 
system is actually heavier because of the 75 pounds of inlet vanes. 
However, these permit a very nice flow control job, which is impos- 
sible with the radial fan. 

It does not appear worthwhile to speculate about the weight of the duct- 
ing that goes along with a given air mover, for example, an RD fan. 
The advent of trunks has transformed most ACV's today into partial 
or total plenum chamber types.   Even with most pure annular jet types, 
the trunk itself is an appreciable part of the ducting.   It appears 
necessary to compi.re only the fans with one another. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. A numerical method for the stress analysis of an indeterminate 
rotating diffuser fan structure was reduced to practice.   The analysis 
was programmed for the IBM 1620 computer and could be run in a few 
minutes.   This method was used as a tool for the analytical design of 
a minimum-weight RD fan.   The fan thus designed was built and tested. 
The stress levels were established experimentally, using the strain 
gage technique. 

This experiment in analytical design turned out very successfully: 
the fan which was built was both light and strong.   No structural pro- 
blems were encountered during the testing.   A backup fan was built 
and did not have to be tested.   No structural imprjvements to the fan 
need to be recommended. 

2. A comparison of calculated and measured stress levels within the 
RD wheel indicates that the present analytical method gives satisfactory 
results, except at the base of the rotating diffuser and in the regions 
of large shroud curvature.   An extension of the analysis to account for 
three-dimensional effects can be accomplished in a relatively straight- 
forward fashion.   Additional strain gage investigations, using more 
gages than were available for the present program, are desirable.   The 
strain gages should be installed before fan assembly. 

3. The method of fan fabrication used in this program is relatively 
expensive and time-consuming.   It was determined that plastic fabrica- 
tion of RD fans was both possible and practical, wUh approximately 
the same weight and strength characteristics as the iJuminum fans, 
but with significant cost reduction.   An R and D program of plastic 
fabrication techniques for large RD .rans is strongly recommended. 
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APPENDIX I 

FORTRAN LISTING. STRESS COMPUTER PROGRAM. SOURCE DECK I 
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K U 1 { 19 ) 
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) »Lwa ( 1 :J ) »^ 
5) »com i?) 
(1 b)»CO17l1 
(15)»OJ2 3 1 1 
(ib)»CÜ29Ii 
(13) »Cübb l i 
( 1 3 ) »C J'+b f 1 

(15)»C065I 1 
(15)»Cuyb( 1 
^(lb).Culw3 
5b 1 (15) »■>.<: 
) »("«oil 15) »K 
) < K u CJ ( 15) » K 

b> »C031 1(15 
(15) »(.'J6J1 l 

»4A»F4»^) 

) 

u5( 
»Co 

5 ) » 

5 I » 

D i » 

5 ) » 

y ) . 

.•■ 1 » 

3 I » 

( lb 
i 15 
j41 
31( 
) tC 

15) 

lb) ,(.0b( lb) »CÜ71 1-J ) 
12(l5)»Cu:3(15) 
C01ö(15l»C019(15) 
COV» 115) »C025(lb I 
CC3J( 15 ) »C031115) 
C036(15 ) »C03o(lb) 
L'j^v 1 lb ) »C J61 (15 ) 
C06b( 13 ) tC067(lb) 
COä M15 ) »COVfal15 I 
) »Cül o'* ( 1P ) 
) »uM3( lb) »üM^(lb) 
1 5 ) » K 0 D l 15 ) 
1 5 ) » K 3 2 ( 15 ) 
J331(13 ) 

RtAD 027 
RLAD b2b 
DO 86Ü N 
Kt.AL) ou^ 
FUKMAT ( 
DO__8 61 _N 
RtAÜ 00 3 
FORMAT ( 
DO 862 N 
RtAD öub 
FORMAT ( 
DO 629 N 
RtAD b3U 
DO 526 N 
IF(COb(N 
IF(N-KU2 
C022u=Lu 
C0222=CU 

♦ lCU2ou» 
.C02J5» 

=1» <01 
.Cu7(iM) 
5X»F /.3 
=1»KÜ19 
.CU6('N) 
5 X. F 7 . 3 
= 1»K,Ü19 
»CO^(N) 
5X»F^,u 
-1 »K019 
»Cbl51( 
=1» KOI 
I l^üu»4 
03)52^» 
2ü^»CU2 
22U/(b. 

C0223=Cü 
Cü21(N)= 
CU22(N)= 
C0b3(N)= 
CObA(N)= 

22ü/(ü. 
CUlbdM) 
CU151(N 
CÜ21(N) 
C022(N) 

Cül 
ö • J 
CU2 
C02 
98 
»CO 
»Fb 
8  
»V 0 

»Fö 
8 
»CO 
.F5 
8._ 
N) . 
98 
OU. 
^♦ul 
u5* 
2ö3 
203 
»( 1 
) - ( 

99»C0196»C0195»Cül97 
tF7.iJ»4XfF5.2»5X»F3.0) 
Jl »Cü2o2 »K,02^3 .CU2U4 
U6»CÜ2Ü7»C02 06»C02J9 

9(N) »C05(N) »C01J(N) »Cull (I^) 
.3»F8.3»Fö.3.Ffo.i) 

3'(N) »CU2 (N) »CUl(N) .CÜä<N) 
.3»F8.3»Fö.3»F6.w) 

U(N)»Cül7(N) »Cül2(N)♦CU13(N)»C016(N)»C015(N) 
.l»[-6.1»F6.2»h6.2.Fb.3»Fb.3) 

C0152(N) 

525 
.524 
CU2u7»(Co2ob-t-((.U2JÖ*Cu2u^/3 7 
•CU7(N).»CU9( N)*(CU7( N)-CU7 (N 
»Cu5(N)"»C01o(N)*(C05(N)-Cu5( 
.+C'J222) 
i.+Cu223) 

29b))*Cul52(N) 
-1))»CülSiNI) 
i^-l ) ) »COlDl(iM) ) 
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beb 

bba 

iJ2 

5ü6 

üO    10   otb 
b2h   C021(N)=C015( \) 

Cü22(:;)^CJlbl CJ) 
 COfaJdMisCu.ii (.^1 

00    TO   3^0 
bü5   Cül8(N) = CüÖ(iJ) ♦C01(N)*C03(i\) 

CJi9!M=ü.JoJ<i,fCo7(;\l)«CU'>(\) 
C0i;i(iN)=Cülb(N)+L01b<i(i><) *COlB(fM)/Cul9(l^) 
CU191=o.2o3J*Cv'3(^)*C01u(N) 
C0221 = l. + (COo(Nl *tul(N)*C0J«N)/Cül91 )*CUli><!IN) /i 
COü^INl^CülSl ( 'I) »CCZil 
CONTIi\Ufc. 
JO   Ö6b   ;M=1.    <,C19d 

ÜMJ(N)=C09(N) 
DM'* ( \ )=C Jly ( Ki) 
DO   502   IM=l.li3 
IK (C07( J i )   bü^öo^o^ J 
COrNTlNUL 
UM1=N 
L=l 
Rül97=C0197 
GO   TO   bll 
KO   b3^   N=l.<Ol->Ö 
(.023(N) -KJ2( I.) 

CC2MM =K33( M 
R32(fNl)   =   ü 
R33(iN)   -   0 
IF    (btNijt   i..viTCH   1)    bl2.b34 
PKINT/J ?.CU231N) IC024(I\) 

f-ür^^AT ( ibh   ioT    HUD   i)(KLii)»l-iu.3»Flu.3 ) 
CONTIIMUL 
00   B66   N=liKÜl9d 
JMMN)=C021 (IM) 

ÜO 333 N=ltKUl9ä 
IF(C07(N))b33.b33.bl3 
CONTINUE 
L)M1 = N 
L = 2 
GO TO bil 
DO 316 M=l»<019e 
Cü27(N)=K32<N) 
Cu28(K)=k33(M 
K 3 2 (IM 1 = U 

  ;i33(rj)=ü 
IF (SLNbE bWlTCH 1) 313.316 

313 PKINT736tCü27(N) .C02ö(iJ ) 
73ö F0KMAT(2lH loT HUJ-t-dLAuL b TKtii » Fl J. 3 » F lu . 3 ) 
316 CONT:NUL 

01 5 1 ( INI ) 

in 

ö66 

3T3 
313 

314 
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067 

3lU 

517 

7J9 

^37 
bl9 

bZO 

d69 

ÜÜ 86/ M=l.KOl9b 
DM2(N1»C05(N1 
JM3(N)=CülO( N) 
DM4(N)sC0151 (N) 
DO bOV N-l.lb 
IF (Cüb(!Ml ) bvjy .biJ9»blu 
CüNTINuL 
DM1=N 
«0197=0. 
Lss3 
bü TO bll 
DO b3b Nsi»<0198 
C02b(N)=R32(N) 
C0^6(\) »R33( iM) 
.,-?32(N) = Ü 
R33(N) = ö 
IF    (bLNiL   bwlTCH   1)    blö»b3b 
PK1NT739.CÜ23(N)fCa26(N) 
FOKMAKlbH   I.-JT   ^HKUUO   aTKtii »Flu« 3»F lU»3 ) 
CONTINUt 
DO 86ö Nal»H019ö 
DM^(N)»C022( 'N) 
DO 537 N»l»lb 
IF (Cü5(N))b37»537.bl9 
CONTINJh 
DM1=N 
L = 4 
GO TO bll 
DO Ö69 (J = l.<Jl9b 
Cü29(N)=k32( H) 
CO30(N)«K33( •A) 
R32(N) = u 
R 3 3 ( N ) = U 
IF (SL(M5L SWITCH 1) b21»069 
PRINT74vJ,Cü2V((\) »Cü30<NI 
FORMAT(24H   l^T   SHKOüD+L)L AUL   öTKL .^o.F 1 w. 3 ,F 1 u.3 ) 
f.ONTINUE 
uO   TO   522 
R0Ü(N)=DM2(N)»ÜM3(N) 
_RÜl(N)»Rüü(N)*lJM2(i\)*L>MMN ) »COl 99*CO 1 99*. Oüüu2 6 39 
KU2(N):=1,U/(-012(IM)«1üUUUOU.^1 

RÜ3(N)=CU16(N)»RU2(NI 
RÜ4(N) = ( i .Ö + C016(N) ) «ku2 (u ) /Dr»i2 (Nl 
Rü5<N)»{C014(N)/lJUUUU0>u)»Cül7(N) 
RU6(N)=Kf)197 
R 0 7 ( TNI ) =   1, Ö 
RUÖ(iM)=   O.Ü 
RÜ9(.'J)=   Ü.O 
M    =    N + 1 
DO   bU4   N=M.<ül9d 
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bun 

b')b 

bZ2 

5^8 

RÜU(N)=L)M2(N) »JM3 (N) 
Hll»(DM2(lN)-i)K2(N-l) 1/2.ü 
R12«DM3(N)*RH 
R13«üM3(N-l)»Kll 

Hl4aRUl ( N)+KiJl ( M-l ) 
R1!)»R11*R1H 

«ü2(N) = l.Ü/( wUl2 (IN)*1J0UU0O.ü 

R03(N)=Cü16(IM)*KU2(N) 

KÜMNI» ( l.U + eul6 (IN) ) »R02tN»/U 
i<l 6   =   RJ4ir4)*p<ll 
'ill   -   R04(N-11»R11 
R18»RÜ3(N)+K16 
R19=Kü2»M)+Ri6 
K2Ü=Rü3(N-l)-R17 
K21=K02(M-l)-K17 
ROb(iM)«{ C.U14(N) /lUUUUÜUtO) *CU 
R22=RU5)( N)-RvJi)(.N-l ) 
K23s(Rld»R12)-<KOO(N)»kl9) 
R24=(JR20»R12)-(KU0(N-1)*K19) 
R2J>=( (K21*K12) + (K13»K19I )/(-H 
R26=( (KüÜdN) ^K^o )-(KlÖ*KLlO (i^- 
R2 7=((Klö*^lJ) + (KuO(1

-vl)»K21))/ 

R29=((f<l8*Kl5) + (KU0(1
,M)»K22))/ 

RÜ6{N)=(R24*RÜ6(N-1))+(R25«R0 
Rü7(N» = (R26*K06(N-l) ) + (K27»KÜ 
Rüfa(N) = ( (R24»KU6<N-1) ) + (K2 3*K 
Rü9(N)=(1K26»KU8(N-l))+(K2 7*K 
R30»(Coi96-Küd(<Uiyö ) j/KObd^u 
NN   =   DM1 
ÜO   bUb   N«   iNN»K.Uiyö 
R32(N) = ( KÜb( li)*K30)+KÜÖ(N) 
R33(N)=(RÜ7(N)*K30)+KÜ9(N) 
Oü   TC   (5U6»bl^»b17»b2u.b^2»34 
DC 52 7 fM=l.KU198 
IFICOÖIN»)527»527.b2b 
CU31 (N) = (■:ü7(M)» (Cü2MN)-(C01 
C0311 (N) = (COU(N)*Cül7(f>J)*Cü7 
.Cü32(N)=(C07(N)♦(Cu2b(u)-(Cul 
C03j(N)»(CO!>iN)* (CU26(N) -(Cul 
C0331(N)=(Cül4(N)*COl7(N)»CU5 
Cü34(N) = (Cü'j(N)» (CU30(i\)-(COl 
CÜ36(W)=Cul9V»Cül99*.ÜOUU2a39 
C03 7 = CO36(NI»CU8(i\) /(CU32(N)- 
_Cü3J(N)=C0.6(N)»Cüö(M/(CU34( 
C039(N)MCül4(N)»Cül7(N)*<Cü5 
C04Ü=(CU33(N)-C032(N))-CÜ39(N 
< 041(N)=C0^ü»CO3ö( n/COÖ(N) 
IF (SENSt SWITCH 2) 530.b31 

Ul99*Cül99».ooüU2ö3^ 

i2(N) 

1 7 ( IM ) 

)/k23 
23) 
1)1)/K23 
1-K23) 

R23 
7(N-1)) 
7(N-1)) 
Ü9(N-1)))+K2b 
U9(N-l)))+K2^ 
19a) 

ö) .L 

6(N)*C02 3(^))))/(COl2(N)*1000 
(N) ) /lÜOüüUU.u 
6 (IM) »CU27(N) )))/(C012(N)»luüO 
6(N)*Cü25<N) ) ) )/(C012(iM)*lüuü 
(iN) ) /lUUüüuu. Ü 
6(N)»CU29(N))))/(COl2(N)»10ÜU 
*Cül(N)»CU2(u)*Cu3(N)*CU6(N)* 
C031(N)) 
N)-C033(N)) 
(N)-Cu7(N) ) ).'iOUUU0O.U 
) 

OOÜ.Ü) 

UÜOt_y.J  
üüü.U) 

UÜU.O) 
Cul52(N) 
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b'iO   PRINT741 »C041(N1 
7^1 FORMAT (17H IbT öLAOt t-OKCt»Flü.31 
b31 CC*2=C0^1(N)*CÜ3(N)/COliÜ) 

Cü^22 = ( 6IN(CU4(N)/b7.296l*bIN(Cü4(N)/57.2Vt)) )/(Cül2(N)*lü 
Cü'*2 3=(Coi>(CU4(N) /i>7.296l»CÜJ>(CO^(N) /5 7.2*«5l ) / J C013( N )»1Ü 
Cü^21=t.L)'+22+CU^23 
C043(N)=CU^i»Cü^2 
Cü<f^=(CU3a(N)*(CU33(N)-C0331 ( N ) ) « ( CÜ33 ( N )-C033 1 ( N ) ) I / 2 . Ü 
C0^6=(Cü3 7*( Cü32(N)-Cü311(N) ) * ( CU32 ( N )-CU3 1 KM ) )/2.0 

  C0^6(N)=ro^4+CüAb 
C047 = C0ö(N)»C'J4 1 (N)»C043(N)/2.Ü 
C048=Cü46(N)-CU47 
C04°(NI=CU37+C03b(K) 
C0bU=CU43(N)*Cü3ö(NI 
CObl=Cü43(N)«CÜ5>ü 

 C0b2=Cubl-(2.Ü»CU4d) 
"CU33 = CU4y (N) *Cüb2 
C0i)4= ( CübU»Cubu )-CUb 3 
C0b4l    WSF(Cü5<f) 
C0bb = i)üRT(C0b41 ) 
C0b6=( (CO5b-C0bU)/CÜ49(N)I+C0311(N) 

 '_üb7 = CU4 3 ( N ) +C056+C039 ( N ) 
(.Üb81 = ( (eü33(N)-COb7)*Cü3e(iM) ) /CUb(N) 
C0b8(N)=Abi>F (CObcsl ) 
C0b9=CU4 1(N)-CübÖ(N) 
CÜ6Ü(N)=C059/Cubb(N) 
IFISENbE    SWITCH   3)    74b.b61 

74b   PKINT746«N^Cü6U(N) 
746   FORMAT (17HEKrfüK   KAt 10   STA.    I3.K10,b) 
bt>l   CÜfaül (IM) = (tUöU(N)*CU60(N) )-.ül 

IF(C0601(N»)    b62.562.b63 
b63   Cü41(N)=COb8(N) 

GO   TO   b31 
b62   C061IN)=C0b6/C032(N) 

C062((M)=COb7/CU33(N) 
C063(N)=Cü21(N)»C061(Nl 
C064(N)=COlbi(N) *Cü6 2(iM) 
C0b8(N)=CübÖl 

b27 CONTINUc 
 DO 87U N=1.KÜ19Ö 

ÜÜÜOO.O) 
ÜUOUÜ.Ü»' 

DM2(N)=CU7(N, 
UM3(N)=C09(N) 

870 DM4(N)=C063(N) 
DO b4ü N=l.lb 
IF(C07(N))54Ü.b40»b41 

b^O CONT I NUt.  
b41 DM1=N 

R0197=C0197 
L = b 
GO Tu bli 
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ü^ 

o n 

799 
3^7 

548 

7H3 

= 66 

b67 

L)ü b^1* N 

CObb(i\) = 
CÜ06(N)= 
K 3 <M N ) = 
R33(N) = 
IF (SLNb 
PKlflT/^.; 
FORMAT(^ 
CONTINUL 
DO 871 \ 
ÜM2(N)=C 
L)M3JN)«C 

J 0 7 9 9 iN 
IF (COb( 
CONTIiMÜt 
DM1=N 
ROi97=J. 
L = 6 
GO TO bi 
Du b60 N 
C067(.,v4l = 
Cü68(IO = 
R 3 2 ( N ) = 
R 3 3 (N 1 = 
IF (SLNö 
KK1MI l^i 
FORMAT(2 
C0NT1(\UL 
Du bbb N 
C069=(LJ 
CU7U=(Cü 
if- (coä(,\ 
r082(N)= 
L083(N)= 
Cüo^tl iN) = 
C01ü3(N) 
C0104(i\) 
CülübtiM) 
CQ108(N) 
GO TO b6 
C071=(CJ 
C07^-Cub 
C073=(CU 
C074=(CO 
C075=C04 
Cü76=C03 
CÜ77=CU7 
Cü78=Cu7 
C079=CO^ 

= 1 tK.Oi9o 
h!32(NI 
iv i 3 ( TM ) 

0 
0 

L   b.vITCH   1)    b43.    b44 
iN»CObt)( W) .Cü66( iM) 
bH   RtVIbtL)   HUd   bTKcSb 

= 1 tvJlVö 
05(N) 
üio; I^I ) 
ÜÖH(U) 

=l»Kül9ö 
f.) )     /99.799.b^7 

1 
=lf<0198 
P32(N) 
K 3 3 (.N) 

ü 
0 

L   o.-, ITCH   1)    b49»b6J 
»i^»Cuo /114) »COöO ( N) 
7H   KLVlbtü   bnKÜOD   i>TKtbi>   bTA 

STA   »I3»Flüt3»F10,3) 

I3»FlU.3iF1U.3) 

=l.Kül 
66 (ii)- 
68(N)- 
) ) b 6 b . 
CC69 
CO70 
u 
=Cüb5( 
=CUCü( 

= COb/( 
=C06o( 
e 
7Ü-COb 
8 ( N ) + ( 
72»C04 
b(N)*C 
6(i\) -C 
6 (N ) «C 
3*co ?b 
7-(^.ü 
9(.NI) ^C 

9d 
(CU16(N)*Cü6b(N) ))*Cu7(N I /(Cül2(N ) « lüüJüUU.u) 
(CU16(N)*CÜ67(N))(*C05(N)/(CÜ12(N)*1Ü000ÜÜ.0) 
b66.b67 

N) 
.\) 
M) 
i'M) 

9)-C039(N I 
(CJ71*C03b(N) 1 
3 (IN) )/Cü4 1 (Nl 
d72»C073)/2.0 
U7^ 
u73 

»C07b) 
078 

/C08(N)) 
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(.OüU=KU76»Co7fa)-Cü7y 
Cüb01=AbSF(COöO) 
CO81=SüKT(C0öül) 
CÜä2(N)»((CÜÖ1-CU76)/Cu^y ( N))+C0311(N» 
CO83(N)=CO73 + Cü82(N)+C039( N) 
CObMM) = ( (C'J3 3( f\l)-C0331{N)-Cüb3(N) l»C03ö < N ) )/CÜ8( N I 

boö   "F    (SLNSL   i... ITCH   3 1   b7b.30U 
ü7-J   KKINT7t4,NiCü02(i\) »C0Ö3(NI »Cüd^(N) 
JüU   CüMIKUt 
7'f*   FÜKMAT    (26H   rHUiJ»5riJ   DtK»   uLi>   LÜMü   bTA I 3 . F lü.b »F 10. ö »F 10. 3 ) 

IF ( Cul i'.i ) )6ät)ttiOb,t,blJ 
aob   Cübi» {N) aU 

(jj    TU   öo7 
DO9   CÜbb(U)=Cüö4(N)/(Cül(N)»Cü2(N)) 
007   Cüb6(N)»Cüö5(N)*SIN(C04(N)/jl.ZVb) 

Cüb7(N)=C0ö5 i N)»Cüb(Cü4(N) /'s 7. 2 96) 
IF(N-KÜ198)b 11»570»571 

blii   COb8 = COMM 
Gü   TU   b72 

b"1!   COö8 = CüMM+l ) 
b/2   IF(N-1)373»&73»57^ 
b73   CUo9 = CüMN)  

üü   Tu   676 
bT*   COÖ9 = Cü4(N-l ) 
b76   C07ü»(CüB9-CÜ4(N) 1/114.59 

CÜ91 = (CÜMN)-C0bb)/114,b9 
Cü92=blN(C09U) 
CÜ93 = SINJCÜ91_)   
CO94i=1.0-(Cü92+CÖ93) 
IF"(CÜ941 )889.öbbt8ö9 

bS8   CO94«1.0 
GO   TO   890 

889   C094=l.U/Cü941 
89u cogbisi.o+Koy^+coys) 

"  l'F(C09bl)b92»b91 .892 
891 C09b=l.U 

GO   TG   893 
892 C095sl.Ü/C0951 
893 IF    (CÜ195I   b7b.b7b.b76 
b7b  CO96(N)«1.35*Cü86(N)«C095 

■CÜ84(N)))/(COlIN)#CÜ2(N)) 

CO97(N)=1.3b«Cü87(N)»C09b 
IFCCOKN) )879.b79,877 

879   CO98=0 
GO   TO   b77 

877   C098=((1.3b*Cü94)*(Cü36(N) 
i^O   TO   b77  

b76   G096(N)=Lül9b*COb6(N)*C09b 
CO97(N)=(.019b*COb7(N)*C09b 
IF(C01(N))b79.fa79.b7b 

o /b   COy8=((Cul9b*Cü94)*(CÜ36(N)+tUfa4IN)) )/(COl(N)*C02(N) ) 
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CülUU(N) =CUVö*C0i(C04(Nl /rW.^vö) 
IF(CObii( N) ) a^tj.d^^tüVD 

a so CüIüMI\)=O 
CO103(M =0 
GO   TO   Ö96 

694   COl03(iM)-J 
C0l04(N)=C06b(N) 
00   Tu   090 

_095_COl01=CJ66(isn/C06b(M) 
IF   (tü7(N))ööO»öeü»ööl 

böl   C01ü3(N) = (Coi<i(W)»CUö2(iM)*loOOUüÜ.u)/(CU7<M*(C01Üi-CUl6(N) ) ) 
Cül04(N)=C01ül*C01ü3(N) 

Ö96    IF(C0ü7(N)!oyö»ÖU3.ö9ä 
Ö83   C0105(NI=U. 
_        C0106(N) =C06ö(M) 

GO   TO   9U3 
Ö98   C01Ü2=CÜ6Ö{M)/C067(N ) 

!F    (COb(N))ö03»öö3.Öö4 
oö4   LOlOb(N)=(Coi2(iM)ifeuö3(N)*i^UuuLiu.u)/(Co5((si)*(Cüloi;-Cul6((J))) 

IF(COll(N))ö97»ö97.ööb 
_b'.>7   CÜlU7 = Ü.J 

GO   TO   4 9« 
bbD    IF (COo(iM) )d97»b97.904 
9 04   C01ub = CO8{fj)*C011 (N) »COIK N ) *4 . Ü*COlO ( N ) 

C01J7=(J.14l59*C0ö4(N)*C0b dM) )/CülU6 
49b   CONTINOL 

CülOa(U) = (COl02*CülQ5(N)) + (CO107*SIN ( C04 ( NJ/57.296) ) 
"b 5 ü"  FORMAT    ( 2 XF 9 . ü » F 9.0»F9.ü.F9.0,F9.U) 
903    IF    (COb(rj) )9ül .902.901 
902   COÖ6(N)=0. 

cob7(;M) =ü. 

C096(N)^Ü. 
C097(^) =ü. 
C099(i\i)=Ü. 
COlÜOdM) =0. 

90 1   CONTINUh 
PONCH   dbO.COö6( i\ ) »COb7( M) »CU96 (N) »C09 7(iM) »C099( N) 

900   F0RMAT( 2X.F9.3.Fc/.b.F9.b ) 
 PUNCH   9U0_»CP21(N) fCUb2(N) »CÜSSCN) 
56b   PUNCH   ö!JO»CülüO(N) »CÜ1Ü3(N) »COl04(N) »€Ö10!)(N) iC01ü8(N) 

PKIi\Tboi 
0^3   FORMAT    (47rHPuT   OOTPOT   CAküb   AFTLR   INPOT   CAKÜS»RUN   üfcCK   TWO) 

PAUSL 
GO   TO   2b2 
ENÜ 
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APPENDIX II 

FORTRAN LISTING, STRESS COMPUTER PROGRAM. SOURCE DECK U 

COMMON    COl(lb) tCÜ<i( lb) »Cüi( lb) »COM lb) tCO'jC 15) tCüb« lb) »C07( 151 
CüMMÜN    Cüo( 1b) »CUy( 1b) fCÜlüUb) »COll(lb) »CU12( 1b) »COUt^l 
CüMMÜN    CoK(lb)»Cjlb(lbl»Cül6(l7)tCOi7(ln).C01c(ln>)»C(llly(lS| 
COMMON    C02u(lb) »CüüK lb) »COüida) tC023( 15 ) tCOi'fl 15) »COZbdb) 
COMMON    CO<i6(lb) »Cü2 7(lb) »Cüiö(lb) »C0<ii9( lb) »C030( 15) «CO?l (15) 
COMMON    Cüi<!l lb) »CüSad',- ) »C03Mlb) »Cü35llt ) »C036( lb) fC03e(15 ) 
COMMON    CjjVdb) »CO'fK lb) »Cü^3(lb) fCO'tbdb ) ♦CC'49( 15 ) »COfcl (lb) 
CuMMON    COü<:(lb ) »C063( 1b ) »C064db) »CObbdD ) ♦CC'eb( 1b ) tC067( 15 ) 
COMMui«    Cwüüdb) »CJüi ( lb ) »CJO i ( i^ ) »Cüöodb ) »C0ö7( lb ) »CUVbdb ) 
COMMON    C0^7(15).Cu9^(lb)iCO10Ü(15)•COHJ3( lb ) »CÜ104( 1^) 
CuMMON    COiObdb) »C01üa( l?).t:0b61(lb) »l)M2( lb ) il)M3( lb ) »DM4( 15 ) 
COMMON    i^OvJdb) »KUK 15) »KJ2( lb ) »Kü3( lb) »k04( 15) »K05( 15) 
COMMON    Küüdb) »KU M lb) •K^6( lb) »KÜ9( lb) »K31( 15) »K32( 15) 
COMMON    r<33(15) »Klü( 15) iCü5a( 15) »C0311(15) »C0331db) 
COMMON    Cü6"0(15) ♦Cü84( 15) »COö5d5) .G0601( 15) 
COMMON    Cül51(15)»Cül52(lb) 
FOI.MAT ( I3i2X»F6»2»2X»F6.2f2X»I3»4X»F4.Ü) 
FORMAT (F6.2iF6.2fF6.3»F7.2»F5,ll 
FOKMAT (bXiF6.3»F6.3) 
t-OKMAT ( 19X»lVriülFF0i)LK 01 MLNö I OKb ) 

FOKMAT ( 0Xt2HlN»13X»3HÜtCj» lOX»3HÜtlJ»8X»bHKATIUl 
0.^7 FQWMAT I'JX.F/. J.yx.F6.2»7X»F6.2»6X»F6t3) 
Ö33 FOKMAT ! löXf2lHDlFFüStR HAb NO VANLS) 
o-fO FORMAT ( 16X»24MDIFFUS£R VANt o 1 MLNbl DNS ) 
b4l FOKMAT (UXt^3HKAt)IAL   NO   WlOTH   FLAT  THIC<\LSS  BEND »»HgEND}  
042 FOKMAT ( 3Xil2rfL0"CAtlUN  OF » 10X .6HLtNGTH . 1IX , liHRADlUS  ANGLt) 
o^3 FOKMAT (^Xf2HlN»bXt9HVANES  IN,6X»2H1N.6X.^H1N,7X.2HIN»6X«PHIü) 
b^U FOKMAT (3X»F /.31IX.F4,012X»Fc.2»1XF6.2•3X»Fb.3»3X»F6«212X»F6.2) 
bZi FOKMAT (4ÖH oTA  YoUNGS     SHEAK   PQlbSONb        DENSITY) 
bii^ FOKMAT ( 32H NO.  MOÜOLOb   MOOoLUb    KATIO) 
a2b FuKMAT (6X>7riMLbAPbl »3X>7HMLGAPbI »UXtlOHHOo  SHKOUÜ  DLAÜL)  
b lb FOKMA T ( 14»3X iF5 • 1»bX » F b'» 1 » »X» F5 • 3» 3X » Fb • 3 ♦ <!X » F 5• 3 »2X »F 5 . 3 ) 
öuO FOKMAT (4üH ) 
ÖU1 FOKMAT (4UH ) 
802 FOKMAT (40H ) 
oü3 FORMAT ( I3»lX»Fe»ü»F7,0»4X»F5.2»5X»F3.0) 
oO^» FORMAT ( 5Xth ^.3>F8.3>F8.3»Fd.3»F6.3)  
ÖÜb FORMAT (bX.F7.3 . F8 . 3.Fbr3.Fd.3.F6. 0) 
C306 FOKMAT ( bX.F4,U,F5.1 »F6.1 .F6.2»F6.2.F5,3.FC.3 ) 
bbu FORMAT(<;x.F9.U.h9.Ü.F9.Ü.F9.0»F9.0) 
9üü FORMAT? ^XIF9.3»I-9.0»F9.0) 
703 FORMAT(1H ) 
7')^ FORMAT (34H CMLCULATLü VALOLb OF HUb bTKLSbtb  i     
70b F0RMAT{16H bTATION  KAD IUS6X1ÜHTANGLNTIAL2X6HRAD1AL6X6HKAD1 AL) 
706 FORMAT(22X30HbTRLbb      bTKLbb      GROWTH) 
70 7 FORMAT ( i?X2H lN9X3HF'b 1 9X3HPbI 1ÜX2HINI 
709 FORMAT ( ^X» I 3 » 3X »F7. 3 ♦'♦X »F8.0 » 4X »F8.0 » 5X»F7 . 5 ) 
710 F0RMAT(39H CALCULATED VALUES OF bHROUD STRESSES  ) 
711 FOKMAT( 16H bTATION  i< AD I USbX6HR AD 1 AL4X 10H TANGLN T I AL4X 6HRAD I AL )  
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712.    H JKMA f { 3H .iJl 7XtlHi>TI■!Lbi)6X6H5TKL.Sb6X6Hül•*0.•., 

/i J   KwKMAT ( i^X^rU.MlOXj-iMcIoXiMPil luX^HlN) 
I'IJ    ruKV.^I    ( -IX » 1 .; » JA »r ü. J »:>x »Fo.U »z+A »f-6 .0 » bX »t-7 
/io   f- JK(v AT    ( 1H^ ) 
111   l-uK-l«!    (jo'i   (.ALCJLATLJ   VMLJLO   OF-    dLAUL    sTKt 
Uu   (-UIM".MI    U^M   OUHJL   bTKLSS   COUCLNTKATION   FACT 
/tl    I-vjiM.MT ( jon   L!L/'L;L    bI,<LbS   CJ^CLNTKAT I Ü,\   FACTU 
/ij   Fjk.v.AT    (loA.orinJa   b I Jt » 2UX » 1 lHi)HkOL.'ü   SlUt) 
^"4   Fu^.'iAT    (1L;X»OHO^    üLAUL» ..'IX »7Hut       JLADM 
VtD   FuKVIAl    I t ^ A ♦ iunb T Kc. Ob   Pi> I t 2v>X 11 oHöTMLSS   Pil 
7^6   FOKflAT    ('♦.!   bT A f 1 ijX » bHbriE A,'< ♦ AX . 7hTb \S I Lt » 14X 
7^:7   rUnf'AT    ( ^n     t J. » bX .bHKAu) I Jo »^^X »6HK AU IUS ) 
7^o   FJIM-IAT    ( HXt^HlMf 7X»3MPi>I i/XtiHPbl tfeX»2HlN» 
7J>J   FUWMAT    (iHf^AfF/^StFlü^utFlU.utFlO^StFlU.O» 
/J1   FÜKMAT    ( 13X » iOH.-lLAi»   tiLAuL) 
Mt   FüK'-'AT    (-»^n   OTM KAJlUb SHLAI< TL'ij 
OJ   FüRI'IHT    (^9H   I»0» STKLbj jTK 
7JH   |-jr<,.:AT    (^:>-l IN Pial Pil 
! so   FUKMAT    (l4»FiJ»3»Flü»0»F10.u) 
/J7 KOKIXAT ('♦3H oHWCUü DLNJlNO ti h T .V L I. INI oL"JLb N 
/JO r-JkMMT ( 39ri oHkJJD cLNJlKü D L T'.V L i. N 'JLA.:-_.J I 
oo7   FüKMAT    (^M    INPUT   DATA    ) 
olu   F0kMAT(7p) KP^'^Fa.OtllH      KIM   LOAü = K 7.0 »2 JM 

ooj   F0KM«T(7H        I<P,X = Fö.0»11M     KIM   LOAL)= F7. .3 t22M 
ol2   l-Jki'iAT    ( 17X»3rtHUU»22X»6Hi>HKJJj« 16X t 3HRAY) 
oiJ   Fükf/AT( 3öX33X5HANÜLt. 1 
olh FüKMAT ( HH i>TAf bX»14HKAÜlUo LhNOTM • ÖX » 2 IHK 
bla Foki/AT(4H NCL» 1UX »2hlN6X»2HlN12X »2Hl N6X t2Hlivi| 
o i o FUKMAT(l4f7X»F7.3fFö.3i7X»F7,3tFö,3»F7.3teX 
oi7 FukMAT ( 2uX »bMuL"JLo»^t)X» 7r*LULh .UH OX .'jtijLL 
oio FükMAT(3üX2UXVhtXPAN5lUN6X InT) 
oiV FOkMATCm aTMHXjöHkAi-ilUb LLUJTH ,V1üTH TH 
ü<iu FüKMAT (<*H NU»0X2HlN6X2HlNbX2HlNbX2HlN5X6HüL 

_o2l_   »-OkMATC 3_0X21X16HULo.F ütO.F) 
ö 2 2 I" ÜKMA T(Iu,Klu.j.ho.J»K7.3»F/'.j..h7.'-.öX.f-lj.i 
bOJ   REAU   ojj 

RLAÜ   oul 
READ   ÖU2 
READ   o^3.<ul9c3.Cül9 9fC0196.Cül9b.CL)197 

 R^AD   0Z7_'_<0 2 JO t CO ZU I »CU202 »<02u3 tCü2J^ 
REAL)   ö^ä»CJ2Öb»CU2J6»Cü2ü7tCÜ2^6 »C02JV 
DO   düu   ,11=1»    MJ19O 

ooO   KLML;   oU*t»ÜJ7(i\)tCu9(i"'»)»CJb(i'<)»C01iJ(iN)«CUlll 
üü   fc&l   M=1*^0190 

o61   Rt.AÜ   oüb.CUölN) »Cü3(W) »C02(.O »Cul ("-I) ICOöIK) 

 t)Ü Ö62_N = 1 » KOI 9ö 
ö')2 REÄU ÖüotCO'f (N) »Cül^l N) »Cül7( N ) •C012 (N ) »Cul 

üü 629 iNI=;»K,ül96 
029 RtAL) ö3ü»i.0l3l(N) »Cult)2 (N) 

00 831 '4=1» « J19b 

TH) 

.5) 

bSLS ) 
0 R = 1.3b 
i\ = Fb. 2) 

) 
.bHSHEAR.4X »7HTENSI I. fc ) 

7X»3HPi)I »7X.3HPSI) 
F l j. n ) 

ILE 
ESS 

uT   INCLUDED) 
fJCLUDED) 

.-.HEEL   HA5   Ci f4T.HüLf ) 
,VHLLL   HAi>   Mo   CENT.HOLE) 

ADIUS      LENGTH      ÜEPT 
3X»2HlNllX»3HDEO) 
»Fi.,0) 

:■) 

!(.«;       NJ  UF) 
ADLi)3Xl IHM ICROI N/ IN 

• bX»F6.ü ) 

M) 

(.^l .Cui6( \) »CulbdM ) 
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i\LAü o J^ »(.u 

Ir (<Ü^Uo )40i 
HwJ     i\ - N Ü t U O 

^ud«^ 7=1 • u/C^ 
1 (■ l v. ü /' ( I ■» ) ) H u 

HU?    LOt 3^-o• 

UO     TO     HÖH 

C0^2i)=( CU222 
QJtiZö-i ( rü7( 

Cü2J2=^0<JJ- 
__C02 3fff U.U^J> 

4UH'  IF (CÜlü("iN) )^ 

00   Tu   ^09 
'♦Ob   Cu^2J = LOlVy» 

Cü22"9=( (Cüb( 
C0231=(^.«Cu 
Cü233=C0231- 
Cü23b=(Cü2<:6 
CÜ23ö=(Cü9(N 

_iii^32= (cyÜLi 
W9 IF(CU2ü4)41U 
^♦11   C01ü3(N)=(.01 

Cüiü5(i4) =cgi 
^12 IF (St-Kibt SW 
413 PK1NT tl^.CU 
41^ KUKMAT >16HD 

GO TO 40.; 
4 0 Cü23ö=((C07( 

C0239=C0238/ 
Cü2'*0=( ( CObl 
C02^1=C0240/ 
Cü2^2=24.»(C 

oolTj ) .CuoTIN) .Cü96(N) »Guy?! iN) •Coy9( N) 
21(N) »C0b2(fJ) »C083(N) 
lüO(N) .Cül03(N) iC01ü4(N) »C01üi)(N) »COlOölN) 
t^\jZ »''+03   

io(,\ ) 

«2»Ü»(C07(W)+CU7(K.ül9ä ) )*(CO9(I\)+C09«K.U198) I^GülSiN) 
*".ü'Ü0Üü7o9ö*bIN(Cü2ü2/57.296) )/tUS ( C0202/b 7 . 296 ) 
»i7b»CÜlb(N) )/(C09(N)*»2. ) 
u) "«2. )*(C0227-1,) )/(C07(<Ül9bl**2.) 
n<ül9ä)**2.)*(C0227+1.)»L0G(C07(<019Ö)/G07(N)) 
(Cu7(K^i9o)lti(2.«Kü227 + 3.))+Co7(rM)»»2.*(4,+C0226l 
*Cü2 32)/(Cü227-H.->-C022d )   
u5»40Ö»'+kjb 

*^.*(Cu 
■* . 0 o 0 0 u 
*.7b*eo 
K ) *»2.) 
'j( i^O 19a 
l^oj(HO 
»C0233) 
» » * 2 • ) * 
N ) * ■• 2 . ) 
»411 .41 
03(Nl)+C 
u5(Ml+C 
1TGH 1) 
23Ö.G02 
IF-'f-   dtiN 

b ( N) + 
7u9o» 
1 b 1 (iN 
»(CU2 
) * » 2 . 
l9d)rf 

/(C02 
Cü23^ 
*G023 
0" 
023^ 
ü23b 

413. 
37 
0   KOM 

Gubi 
bIN( 
) ) /( 
27-1 
(♦(C 

27 + 1 
/6. 
b/6. 

K.Ül9b) )» (G010(N)+CÜ1Ü( H019Ö) )»C0151(N) 
Cü2Ül/57,296) )/COS(CO201/57.296) 
CüiO(N)»*2.)   
. ) )/ (CObUOl9ö)*«2. ) 
0227 + 1. ) *L0ü(CUb(lC0196) /C05(N) ) 
(C0227 + 3.))+CUb(\)»it^.*(4,+Cü229) 
.+C0229 ) 

402 

LNT»Fö.Ü»3HHJDt»K8.u.faHSHKOüO) 

CO2ü9=Cü209/ 
C0343 = C01<:( N 
CU243=(Gü242 
Cü244=(Cü206 
C024b=C0244* 
f 0246=(l./CU 

<020 3)-Cü7(N) )/C09(Kü2U3) ( »«3.*(CÜ204/3.14159 ! 
(C07(<02Ü3)»CÜ12(N)*1Ü.»#6»I 
1^020 3 )-CUb(i\) /C01U(KU203))»»3.»(Cu2uC/3.141b9) 
(CUb(KÜ2u3)»Cül2(N)»10,«*6.) 
U206»»2»)«bIN(Cü2Ü9/b7.296)*C0b(Cu209/D7,296)/GQ20b 
b7.296 
)»10.«»6 )»10.*»6. 
/(CÜ2Ü7*«3.))♦((CU2ÜÖ»GÜ209)+(CJ2ü6/3.))/G0343 
+(CU2ÜÖ*Cü2 09))»CU2U7*C02üb*Cj7(KO2 0 3)*(COl99»*2.) 
.üuUÜb6 7b*CUlb2(Kü203) 
239)+(1,/C0243)_ 
b7.296 
»CüS(C02 09/b7,296) )/ ( SIN(Cü209/b7.296)»C0246) 

G02ü9=Cü^09» 
C0247=(Cü24b 
C0248=(1./C0241)+(1./CÜ24 3) 
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4^ 

/UO 

ou 1 

6J3 

"fa JV 
faub 

yü)*Cu<.JOol/(C02üb*(CO<f0 7**^. ) ) 

C0249=(Cü24b,tCJS(CJ<;o9/537,^6) )/ ( b I N ( Gü2Uy/b 7 . 2 96 ) »C024ö ) 
C02'JO= Uu2^7i*(Cuy(vj2ü3)-Cu7(iM))«C02ü^)/(Cu239*Cü7(N)»6.2b31o) 
CU2bl=(Cü24vi,*(Cab{K.J203)-CU3 (N) ) *CU2Ü^)/(Cü2^1*COb( i\)*ö.2ö31b) 
Cü2i>2='l»-(CU^JJ/Cü2J6) 
Cü253=l.-(CÜ2bl/C02J71 
CoiJJ(u)=Cuiu3(w)+(LJ2Ji4i*^U2t)^) 
^010b ( N ) =CO 1 ü:? ( N ) + ( C02 Jb*CU2 D3 ) 
Cu2J6 = ^Ui; Jo^ej^bt 
Cü237=Lü2i7»Cü2b3 
Cü2b^= (t).»(.o^^^*Cub(Cü2uy/by., 

Cü2b ? = LO2'+ij/iIN(CO209/37.296) 
üü TC ^12 
COM I Nüc. 
PUNCH dJj 

bwl 

/u3 

7w.^ 

7Uü 

7 J 7 
= 1 » KO I >n 

PUNCH 
PUNCH 
PUiMCH 
HUNCH 

Pui^CH 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 
Uu 7uo 
PUNCH 7uci» 
PUNCH 7u.i 
PUNCH 7u^ 
PUNCH 7 1o 
CufaO<. = o« 
uo 6ui i\=l»K.Ul9ö 
Cu6U/=LU6U2+eull(N) 
II- ( '.Ubo^ ) hO 3 ibo3 «OJ^ 
PUNCH ?JI7 

. 7;,\) ,C J1J4(N) »C01G3(M tC082(N) 

üü TU 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 

bob 
73'ö 
7^3 
711 
712 
713 
7U3 

714 

719 
722 

00   71H N=l.1^0198 
PUNCH 71b»N.CUD(N) .CulUt>(N I »CUlUtKM .CÜÖ3 (N) 
PUNCH 716 
PUNCH 717 
IF (C0l9b) 7iü.71o.7l9 
_PyNCH 7 2'"'  ___ 
uJ TO"72^ 
PUNCH 721.Cül9b 
PUNCH 7U3 
PUNCH 7Q3 
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PUNCH 723 
PUNCH 72^ 
PUNCH 7J3 
PUNCH 72b 
"PUNCH 70 3 
PUNCH 726 
PUNCH 727 
PUNCH 72Ö 
DO 729 N=1.KU198 

 72 9 PUNCH 730.UiCü7(N)»COlüÜ(N).Cü99(N).COb(M.CÜ97(N).CO96(N, 
PUNCH 70 3 
PUNCH 7u3 
PUNCH 731 
PUNCH 732 
PUNCH 733 
PUNCH 73^+ 
PUNCH 70 3 
UU 73b N=1»KU19Ü 

73b PUNCH 7 3«t.N.COb(N) »CÜ87 ( N ) f C0b6 ( N ) 
PUNCH 71ö 
PUNCH buu 
PUNCH 801 
PUNCH 8'02 
PUNCH 7u3 
PUNCH 607 
IF {CO197)8üd.80Ö,öuly 

eob PUNCH öiO»Cül9y,Cül96 
GO TO 811  

009 PUNCH 863»Cül99»Cül96 
811 PUNCH 70 3 

MUNCH 7U3 
PUNCH 81^ 
PUNCH 813 
PUNCH 814 
PUNCH 81b 
DO 852 N=l.K019ö 

Öb2 PUNCH Bl^»N»Cü7(N) tCÜ9( N) »CU5( N) »CUlCMNI »CUll (N) »COM N) 
PUNCH 7u3 
PUNCH 703 
PUNCH 817 
PUNCH blö 
PUNCH 819 
PUNCH 820 
PUNCH 821 
DO 8b3 N=l» <Ü19Ö 

ö b 3 PUNCH 8 2 2.N»Cü6(N) .CÜ3( N) .CU2 1 N ) .Cu 1 ( M ) .Cod ( N ) . 0(^14 ( W ) i CO 1 7 ( N ) 
IF(<0200)831 .832.831 

831 PUNCH 834 
PUNCH 7u3 
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PUNCH bib 
PUNCH öJ6 
PUNCH 7VJ3 

' U^bb=Cü7KUlV0) /^•J / [ ^^CO^J ) 
MuWCH dJ .'»COVKÜÜuu) »Cü/^ul ttO<!o2»CU^b5 
PUNCH 7u3 
Ir (C0..^H)aio»ciV»b3e 

ojy   PUNCH 6J2 
-jj   JJ öi^ 

OJt PUNCH b^t'l 
PUNCH 7J3 
PUNCH b^l 
PUNCH 04^ 
PUNCH OH3 
PJI\CN O^^.CJ/INü^OJ) ♦Cu^y4.CU£.'u!3«CU^u6»Cüi:o7,C02uö»LUi;uy 

_tiJ/ CUNTiNJL 
PUNCH 71ö 
PUNCH Ü23 
PUNCH Ü24 
PUNCH 7u3 
PUNCH 0^3 
DO 65^ N=liK0l9d 

tit)**   PUNCH b26»N»CJ12(N)»CÜl3(N)tCül6lN)»Cül5lN).CUl51lN) »CUlbZlN) 
PUNCH 716 
b J  TO 0 u 0 
hNU 
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APPENDIX III 

BLANK INPUT DATA SHEETS 

A copy of the blank input data sheets used for coding the input 
of the computer program is shown on the next three pages. 
Rather than showing the numerical values corresponding to the runs 
of interest in this format, instructions were included in the 
program to print the input values as part of the program 
output.   Thus, the input values corresponding to Runs 41 and 
44 will be found with the print-outs shown in Appendixes VI and 
V, respectively, with a different format from that shown here. 
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APPENDIX IV 

LIST OF FABRICATION DRAWINGS 

Title Drawing No. Part No. 

Assembly 036-1000 -9 

Outer Shroud 036-1001 -1 

Back Plate 036-1002 -1 

Hub Spider 036-1003 -1 

Hub Disc 036-1004 -1 

Blade 036-1005 -1 

Shroud Blade Channel 036-1006 -1 

Backplate   Blade Channel 036-1006 -3 

Fairing Clip 036-1007 -1 and -i 

Inner Shroud Fairing 036-1007 -13 

Hub Spinner 036-1007 -5 

Shroud Doubler 036-1007 -7 
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APPENDIX V 

INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA.  FINAL DESIGN (RUN 44) 

PKUJtCT-HNAL   ULMoN-Tb^H-briK'ÜUD-H-ANüt: 

Li^üINttK   BÜtHLtHi UATt-1^   OCT. 19 

INPUT   üATA 
—m3XT TT^T;—R":,M LüAD: .    WHLLL   HAS   CtNT.nOLL 

HUb SHROUÜ KAY 

STA RADIUS LENGTH RADIUS LENGTH DEPTH 
ANGLE 

NÜ. 
1 

INJ 
l.l^U 

IN 
l.büO 

IN 
.000 

IN 
.UOU 

IN 
.000 

DtG 
90. 

I 
3 

i.^bü 
i.bJu 

^.IbU 
3.2ÖU 

i3.byu 
13.591 

.34o 

.340 
.000 
.000 

BO. 
60. 

b 
i.6UU 
i . d / J 

3.16U 
2. 77Ü 

13.by2"" 
13.393 

.690 
2.Ü1Ü 

.uoo 

.000 73. 
6 
7 

3 . 1U U 
3.000 

13. ^00 
13.940 

.b2ü 

.2 0^ 
.000 
.000 

64. 
60. 

a 
9 

3.1 /U 
7,ÖÜü .2b0 

14.3BU 
1^.94J 

.140 
• lüü 

.000   ' 

.ooo 
bb. 
b2. 

1U 
11 

y.b^ü 
11.000 

.230 

.12b 
15.530 
16.120 

,090 
.090 

.0 00 

.000 
49. 
46. 

13 
l^.UUU 
^5.bio 

.12b 

.12b 
2Ü.?AU 
2b.490 

. iUO 

.130 
.0 00 
.000 

2b. 
• 

14 
lb 3^.ioo 

.12b 

.12b 
2 7.950 
32. loo 

.12b 

.12 b 
.one   ■ 
.0 00 

• 
• 

BLADES COEF.OF DELTA 
EXPANSION 

~ST7T RAOIUS, CENGIH ^ 1 U I H FHICK , JU   OF 
Nu. IN IN IN IN bLADES MICRO IN/ IN 

1 .ÜÜU .ouu • uoo .ooo • 
DEG.F 

.0 
ULG.I 

2 
3 

0."* ^u 
8.470 

1U.3UU 
1U.3ÜU 

.6UU 

.600 
.0 /2 
.072 

18. 
1«. 

.0 

.0 

b 
b.47b 
6.4tio 

1U.44U 
lo.böü 

l.UUU 
2. 100 

.0/2 

.072 
IB. 
la. 

.0 

.0 
6 
7 

8.54U 
B.bto 

11.430 
12. 160 

2.340 
l.bOO 

.0 \l 

.072 
lö. 
la. 

.0 

.0 
ö 
9 

9. /bU 
11.370 

11.ÜHU 
9.Ü30 

1. ^00 
1.500 

.0/2 

.072 
18. 
lb. 

.'J 

.0 
10 
11 

12.bbU 
13.b7u 

7.Ü6Ü 
?.U30 

1. 11U 
3.000 

.072 

.072 
18. 
18. 

.0 

.Ü 

12 
13 

1SI.0 ^J 
2b.blJ 

4.U3U 
2.940 

b.b2ü 
3.U6Ü 

.072 

.072 
IB. 
18. 

.0 

.0 
14 
15 

.uuo 

.ÜÜO 

.000 

.Uou 
.000 
.ooo. 

.000 

.000 
• 
• 

.0 

.0 
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LiIHHubLK   UlMtNMüNS 

IUNEK   KAUlOi 
 TTT- 

5HKUÜU   ANbLt 
 ÜTTJ  

Hu«   ANuLtDIAMtltK 
 UFt3 KAI 1Ü 

-?5r5Tü- "2r.T5- wrzr nTCT 

14 

2 
UlU-US iH   HAS   NO VAM-S 

SI A 
NO. 

YUUNbb 
MOUULUb 

iHEAH 
MODULUS 

PcnssüNS 
RATIO 

DENSITY 

MEGAPSI MECAPSl HUÖ SHROÜU ÖLADE 
1 
2 

1U.Ü 
10.Ü 3.8 

.Mf 

.337 
.098 
.39^ 

.090 

.187 
.098 
.098 

3 -      10.0 
10.0 

3.B 
3.8 

.33/ 

.337 
.34/ 
.316 

.187 

.107 
.096 
.098 

5 
6 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

.3 37 

.337 
.2ÖV 
.232 

.IV / 

.208 
.098 
.098 

7 
Ö 

lu.ö 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

, ii 1 
.337 

. 1VV 

. 124 .1^2 
.098 
.098 

9 
10 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

■    ■  .337 
.337 

■   .130 
.127 

.165 

.147 
.UVH 
.098 

1 1 
12 

lo.tr 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

. 337 

.337 
. 144 
.123 

.116 

. 1U3 
.098 
.098 

13 10.0 5» 8 • 337 . 1 18 . 1UU .098 
10.U 

-^ortr 
3.8 337 .098 

.110 
.098 
vrrtr 

.098 
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MKUJtLT-f- IIMML    ÜtbloK-Ts/.H-bHKOÜO- 
IV:jl\!-44   NU   KÄU I AL   IHR<r.JLbb  

f-L» 

hrjOlNLtK   büLHLLK UATE-14   OCT. 19 

CALCULATtU   y/ALl'tb   ÜH   HJD   bTK'tbStS 

bTATljM      RADIUS 

8 

U 

IiN 
TTTTTT 
l.^u 
Tmu- 

1 .600 

TANOtNT 
"5 iKtbb 

rbl 
14/3.— 
4l6t>, 
3buy. 
321ö, 

ML 
rnrr 
MSI 

AL 

l.b7J 2 6 6 4. 
1910. 

h. 170 

7.do0 
V. 340 

Zbli, 

2 b b 2 , 

3^ 

UT 
/3 y. 
9ö 
9 H 

3 6 9 

b. 
2. 

■. 

'IML 

3o0 
3u7 

!1 
12 

ll.uüU 
19, J U 0 

2/3/, 
1996, 

59o 
162 

13 
14 

2 3 , -j 1 0 
2ü.oOO 

14b2. 
1169, 

21 J 
4J 

lb iiL, ibti 896, 

?2_ 

'   i 

, O w l,' ^^ 3 

, ^O'J'-t 2 
. ^ iv  i 4 4 
. ^' U 0 6 6 

TiIcTITF 
,00147 
, • ■ U 1 3 4 

, o u 2 7 r 

, ü J 3 0- 9 
,OU^V4 
', VJ 0 2 c d 

CALC0LATE0   V«LULS   OF   SriKOuÜ   STRESSES 
bimuuu BLNUI.'VKJ uiiALtr; FLAUES MDr-rNCLüirnr 

blAl 1UM 
NO 

KADI Üb 

 TN  

TTAüIAL 
bTRcbb 
 F3T— 

TANbLr^nvr 
b T K L SS 
 P31  

^^DIAL 
U IMJ .'. In 
—r^— 

1 
2 

,uoo 
13.b90 •       3 Ü b 3 . 

,0ÜÜUU 
, J J 1 1 2 

3 
4 

13.591 
13.b92 

.         815. 

.         1064, 
. U U 1 i 1 
.UO144 

5 
6 

13.by3 
13.700 26 

1 b4 /, 

löl3. 
,00210 
,J0247 

7 
8 

13.940 
14,380 

96 
200 

"16 24. ' 
,       181b. 

,u022 1 
,002b 1 

9 
.10 

14,940 
I5,b30 

326 
304 

177e, 
•        1663, 

,00249 
,00230 

11 
12 

16, 120 
2U.74J 

b46 
664, 

213/, 
19u7, 

. 0 U 3 1 4 
, U u 3 4 9 

] i 
14 

^'j .AVI' 
2 7,930 

I 392. 
360, 

1490, 
1 b 0 /, 

,00 34 3 
,uu386 

lb 32. IH8 116b, • UU'J lb 
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ULALt STRtbb CONCtNTRMTlON KACTOi< = 1.U0 

HUU   SUL 
Oh    DLAUL 

SHküUU   51 Dt 
uh       ULAuL 

5 T K t. ö b Pül bTKL.->i) Pbl 

bTA Srtt^K TtNblLt SHtAR TtMblLL 
NO» 

IN Pbl PSI 
KALHUS 

IN Pbl. Pbl 
'   1 

2 
1. 12U 
1 . 2 'J J 

• 
2 9/». 166Ö. 

.üüü 
13.590 

• 
193. 

• 
1094. 

3 1.500 
1.6J0 

278. 
377. 

15ÖU. 
1512. 

13.591 
13.592 

203. 
255. 

11^2. 
1024. 

5 
0 

l.öTU 
2 • t> /u 

Ulk. 
617. 

l'ibb. 
1263. 

13.593 
13.700 342. 702. 

7 

b 
2.9JU 
5.170 

/7y. 
Ö33. 

r34y. 
1109. 

13.940 
14.380 499. 

825. 
713. 

y 
IQ 

/.HJü Bin, 
o /b. 

106^. 
lulo. 

14.540 
15.53J 

bl8. 
553. 

663. 
636. 

1 1 
12 

11. U J L) 
1S . 0 u 0 

032. 062. 
4 /3. 

16.120 
2o.74u 

333. 
235. 

34 5. 
109. 

1 3 
14 

2i/. b lu 
28.000 

035. 
• • 

75.49Ü 
27.950 

299. 
• • 

1 5 32.188 • . 32, 158 • . 

i\0. 

i»ltAiN   OLHOL 

Hboi üb sntrA-R— 
iTKtbb 

—t~i1  ttr- 
bTKtib 

-P51 

.Ul'U 
2 8.470 209. 1190. 
3    ■ 

4 
8.4TU 
8.473 

21U. 
271. 

1192. 
1087. 

....   ,              ^ 

6 
8.480 
8.54o 

"   ?B9. 
381. 

"881. 
781. 

T 
B 

8.640 
9.7oO 

51«. 
534. 

DVU. 

76 3. 
9 11. "3 70 545. 698.   ' 

10 
-nr 

i z 
-rr 
14 

-rr 

12.550 
13.570 
19.ö 7u 

581, 

329, 

669. 

153. 
25,510 

,0uu 
—nKnj- 

36 3, 
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APPENDIX VI 

INPUT. STATION LOCATION AND OUTPUT DATA (RUN 41) 

TSWH-,125   SHROUD-FLANGE   AND   DOUBLER-REV. 
RUN   FORTY-ONE 
BOEHLER JUNE   20. 1965 

INPUT 
RPM» 

DATA 
1180.     RIM   LOAD« .   WHEEL   HAS   CENT. HOLE 

HUB SHROUD RAY 
ANGLE 

STA 
NO. 

RADIUS     LENGTH 
IN                IN 

RADIUS     LENGTH 
IN                IN 

DEPTH 
IN 
,000 
.ooo 
.185 
.180 

DEG 
1.125        1.170 
1.430        2.620 • 

,000           .000 
,000           .000 

90. 
90. 

1.950        2.140 
2.200        1.940 

13, 
13. 

,575        1.400 
,5<J0           .890 

79. 
75. 

2.460        1.660 
2.730        2.740 

13.600           .955 
13.665_         .685 
14,010           .200 
14.530           .105 

.180 

.315 
71. 
68. 

3.140           .880 
3.500           .8^0 

.315 

.345 
63. 
58. 

4.350           .450 
7.190           .200 

11.000           .100 
18.QUO           .100 

14. 
15, 
16, 
21, 

,680           .100 
390           .072 
965           .070 
015           .090 

.365 

.500 

.500 
1.000 
1.800 
1.200 

57. 
53. 
46. 
"29. 

25.517           .100 
28.000           .098 

25, 
28, 
33, 

517           .080 
000           .000 
051           ,100 33.0'5l            .095 .700 . 

BLADES 

THICK 
IN 

COEF.OF 
EXPANSION 

NO  OF 
BLADES        MICROIN/IN 

DEG.F 

DELTA 

SfA RADIUS     LENGTH      WIDTH 
T 

NO. IN                IN              IN 
DEG.F 

.000           .000        .000 

.000           .000        .000 
.000 
.000 
.070 
.070 
.070 
.070 

18. 
18. 
18. 
18. 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

7.740     11.8*0      1.200 
7.870     11.730      1.200 
8.000     11.700      1.S30 
8.160     11.680      1.680 
8.450     11.870        .880 
8.780     12.430      1.150 

.070 

.070 

.070 

.0T0 

.070 

.070 

18. 
18. 
18. 
18. 
18. 
18. 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 
9.250     11.730     2.200 

11.000        9.<»30      3.220 
13.590        7.020      3.950 
19.000        4.280     8.040 

.0 

.0 
25.560        2.940      1.960 

.000         .000       .noo 
.070 
.000 
.000 

18. .0 
.0 
.0 .000           .000        .000 
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DIFFUSER   DIMENSIONS 

INNER   RADIUS SHROUD   ANGLE HUB   ANGLEDIAMETER 
IN DEG DEG RATIO 

25.517 4.25 4.25 1.295 

? 
DIFFUSER   HAS NO  VANES 

STA      YOUNGS SHEAR 
J4Q* MODULUS       MODULUS 

POISSONS 
 RAIIO 

DENSITY 

MEGAPSI        MEGAPSI HUB 
1 10.0 

IQtQ 
^.8 
3t6 

.337 
t337 

.098 

.098 

SHROUD 
.000 

 .noo 

BLADE 
.000 
fQQn 

i 
4 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

.337 

.33' 
.118 
,11R 

.098 

.098 
5 
6 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

.33/ 

.337 
.118 
.116 

.143 
.^180 

.0<»8 

.098 
7 
8 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

.337 

.337 
.130 
.098 

.212 

.206 
• 098 
.098 

9 
10 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

.337 

.337 
.098 
,098 

.210 

.167 
.098 
.098 

11 
12 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3»fl 

.337 

.337 
.098 
.098 

.130 
^124 

.098 

.098 
13 
14 

10.0 
10.0 

3.8 
3.8 

.337 

.337 
.098 
.098 

.119 

.098 
.OOfl 
.000 

15 
2 

10.0 3.8 .337 .098 .098 .000 
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TSWH-.125   SHROUD-FLANGE   AND   OOUBLER-REV. 
RUN   FORK-ONE 
BOEHLER JUNE   20.1965 

CALCULATED   VALUES  OF   HUB   STRESSES 

STATION     RADIUS TANGENTIAL      r»ADIAL 

1 
2 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1* 
15 

IN 
1.125 
l.»30 
1.950 
2.200 

STRFSS 
P5I 
1190. 
917. 
1109. 
2906. 

STfrPss 
PS1 

153! 
150°. 
1695. 

2.460 
2.730 
3.140 
3.500 
4.350 
7,190 

2714. 
225t, 
2919. 
2650. 
2831. 
2812. 

11.000 
18.000 
25.517 
28.000 
33.051 

2892. 
2070. 
1491. 
1189. 
858, 

1*»3. 
t J96, 
3264, 
70^2. 

5. 

17 
2343. 
461. 

RADIAL 
GROWTH 

IN 
.00013 
.00012 
.00050 
,00051 
,00051 
,00051 
,00057 
,00059 
,00067 
,00111 
,00176 
,00264 
,00313 
,002«9 
,00283 

CALCULATED VALUES OF SHROUD STRESSES 
SHROUD BENDING BETWEEN BLADES INCLUDED 

STATION  RADIUS 
 NS  

RADIAL 
STRESS 

TANGENTIAL 
STRESS 

RADIAL 
GROWTH 

IN 

.000 
,000 

13,575 
1?*59Q 

PSI PSI 

AJ 

 L 
3023, 
?717t 

IN 

,00000 
.00000 
,00153 
tQQl?6 

5 
6 
7 

9 
10 

13,600 
13*665 
14,010 
14.530 
14,680 
15.-^qn 

2, 
10* 
78, 

238. 
328. 
587. 

3048. 
2252. 
2862, 
4788. 
6717, 

,00180 
.00194 
,00158 
.00197 
,00?50 
.00291 

1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16.965 
21.OH 
25.517 
28.000 
33.051 

709. 
649. 

3889. 
440. 

6375. 
2815, 
1509, 
1562, 
1160, 

,00312 
,00359 
,00337 
,00396 
,00383 
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CALCULATED  VALUFS   OF   BLADE   STRESSES 
BLADE   STRESS   CONCENTRATION   FACTOR   =    1.00 

HUB   SIDE 
OF   BLADE 

SHROUD   SIDE 
OF      BLADE 

STA 
NO. RADIUS 

 IN 

STRESS  PSI 

SHEAR TENSILE 

PSI PSI 

STRESS   PSI 

SHEAR TENSILE 
RADIUS 
 Ih  PSI _PiJ_ 

1 1.125 
2 1.430 1 

1462 
,               1344 
,               1256 

1226 

,                .000 
,                .000 
,           13.575 
,           13.590 
,           13.600 

13.665 

3 1.950 
4 2.200 
5 2.460 
6 2.730 

284 
360 
432 
495 

158.               816. 
226.               846. 
271.               788. 
301.                746. 

7 3.140 
8 3.500 

695i 
777, 

1364, 
,               1243. 
.              1060 

903. 

14.010 
,           14.530 
,           14.680 
,           15.390 
,           16.965 

21.015 

421.                826. 
487.                779. 

9               4.350 
10               7.190 

688. 
681i 

411.                634. 
341.                452. 

1.1             11.000 
12             18.000 

772. 
922, 

.                800 
511, 

293.                303. 
199.                110. 

13 25.517 
14 28.000 

872. 25.517 
28.000 
33.051 

290. 
•                        • 

15             33.051 i .                        • 

MEAN   BLADE 
STA 
NO. 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 

RADIUS 

IN 

SHEAR 
STRESS 
PSI 

TENSILE 
STRESS 
PSI 

.000 
tOOO 

7.740 
7^870 
8.000 
8.160 
8.450 
8.780 

179 
242 
288 
322 
458 
512 

923 
905 
837 
798 
899 
820 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

9.250 
11.000 
13.590 
19.000 
25.560 

.000 

.000 

429 
373 
354 
279 
363 

661 
496 
367 
154 
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